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Introduction
A general theme of social inclusion and exclusion has been prominently studied
and paid attention to in the fields of social sciences. However, social
inclusion/exclusion of such vulnerable social groups as the poor, the homeless
and the physically impaired has been discussed more frequently than that of
other possible risk factor groups. By this, I refer to a group of people who, being
physically sound, bear some neurological and/or mental peculiarities, or what is
commonly addressed as a disorder. In the proposed research, the focus is set
to a specific disorder that may make people seem more socially distant and
‘different’ than others, that is, Autism Spectrum Disorder, which is commonly
abbreviated as ASD (see Glossary).
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is an umbrella term lately used for diagnosis
of such disorders that were previously known as autism, Asperger’s syndrome,
high-functioning autism, and other similar neurological conditions. People who
bear the aforementioned diagnosis of ASD share specific traits, which may
include: (1) ‘ongoing social problems, including difficulty communicating and
interacting with others’; (2) ‘repetitive behaviours as well as limited interests or
activities’; (3) ‘symptoms that are typically recognized in the first two years of
life’; (4) ‘symptoms that hurt the individual’s ability to function socially, at school
or work, or other areas of life’ (National Institute of Mental Health, n.d.). Autism,
earlier labelled as autistic disorder, was first recognised as a medical condition
by Leo Kanner in 1993 after he had been observing a group of children with ‘an
inborn disturbance of affective contact’, which refers to the lack of social skills
and difficulty functioning in social situations (Volkmar & Wiesner, 2017:1).
With the changes brought by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM-5) in 2013, the current broader diagnosis of Autism Spectrum
Disorder first emerged, encompassing not only ‘classic’ autism and Asperger’s
syndrome, but also other developmental conditions (Volkmar & Wiesner, 2017:
13). This terminological modification, on the one hand, has strengthened the
connection between various cognitive and developmental disorders, but, on the
other hand, brought about cases where a person’s older diagnosis could no
longer be acknowledgeable that, in turn, had a potential of negatively affecting
their eligibility for certain services and support.
In other words, people with ASD are likely to face difficulties in the process of
socialisation, everyday social interactions and self-expression. Being more
‘handicapped’ socially than physically, they may cut off all the connections with
the outer world and prefer isolation, or try to learn ways of dealing with everyday
social situations and more or less effectively integrate into society. The latter
scenario often requires great support not only from one’s relatives, but also from
other agencies that provide specific types of activities and services, such as
daytime workshops and supported employment, supervised living in a group
house or an apartment, and other social rehabilitation practices. Therefore, a
more thorough investigation of non-governmental organisations providing
support services for people with ASD might help us to learn about the ways
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social capital is produced in the process of investing into those social fields that
are not sufficiently covered by governmental entities, and how it affects the level
of inclusion of these people.
For the paper, I have studied and compared two cases of such nongovernmental organisations – a non-governmental organisation ‘Autism
Foundation Finland’ (‘Autismisäätiö’) that provides various services for people
with Autism Spectrum Disorder (Helsinki, Finland), and a Charity Foundation
‘Way Out in Petersburg’ that supports people with ASD in Russia’s second
largest city (St Petersburg, Russia).
Topicality
The topic of social inclusion of adults with ASD is seldom studied in the field of
social sciences. Instead, more attention is paid to children and teenagers both
in the context of available treatment and support as well as established services
(Ochs et al., 2001; Humphrey & Lewis, 2008; Ravet, 2011), whereas difficulties
young adults and older people face and services that might promote their wellbeing are not given enough recognition in the literature on the topic. Some
works primarily focus on the process of transition of young people with Autism
Spectrum Disorder into adulthood (Taylor & Seltzer, 2010; Wehman et al.,
2014), and a small selection of articles views both children and adults in the
framework of social inclusion and associated policies (Roberts et al., 2011;). At
the same time, there is only superficial research covering good practice of
existing services and support that are aimed at social inclusion and participation
of people with ASD (Shattuck et al., 2012; Tobin et al., 2014). However, none of
them consider the role that non-governmental organisations play in facilitating
social inclusion and providing crucial services for this group.
Statistically, Autism Spectrum Disorder is described by the World Health
Organisation as being prevalent in at least 1 in 160 children worldwide (the
World Health Organisation, 2018), yet again the stress is on minors, which does
not provide us with a representative image of the overall diagnosis prevalence.
Particularly, in Finland the number is believed to be 1 in 185 as of 2014
(Hinkka-Yli-Salomäki et al., 2014) and 1 in 100 among people aged 65 and
older (Havukainen, 2016:7), and with an estimate of 80,000 people in general
being on the Autism Spectrum in the country (Seppälä, 2017:34). On the other
hand, there is no such statistics in Russia, where the diagnosis is lacking
precision and is often misdiagnosed as certain psychiatric disorders rather than
ASD; at the same time, the Ministry of Health has accepted a joint number of 1
in 100 as a supposed prevalence of people with ASD, and it is argued by some
that the actual number is much higher (‘In Russia a real number of people with
autism is being investigated…’, 2017).
Admittedly, in the late 20th century there had been a shift in the medical as well
as in the public perception of mental health and related illnesses: newer
scientific knowledge on the subject was applied, more progressive and less
oppressive methods of treatment came into use, and, as a result, the diagnosis
became more accurate and less vague. People with ASD, in general, were less
6
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often misdiagnosed and no longer placed in mental institutions, but received a
better treatment and thorough understanding of their condition. With the
beginning of the 21st century, autism started to be seen not as a disorder, but
rather a psycho-neurological peculiarity of an individual. It is also important to
see how autism, or Autism Spectrum Disorder, as a neurological and ‘social’
disorder is perceived internationally, and especially in cases of Finland and
Russia, to make an objective description of the environment in which each case
is developing.
Problem statement
My personal choice of this theme for the paper inquiry is closely connected with
the experience I gained from observing how various NGOs, which are intended
to provide support for people with ASD and other developmental peculiarities,
function in Russia. It would also be insightful to look from an insider’s point of
view on how similar and sufficiently better organised non-governmental
agencies embedded in the social aid system of Finland meet the same goals.
Thus, it is evident that similar NGOs providing support and services for people
with ASD work differently in Russia and Finland and, consequently, concentrate
on diverse tasks and have agendas of their own.
The core problem of the research is how non-governmental organisations
aimed at people with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) promote social inclusion
of such individuals and help them in the process of integration into society with
varying degrees of involvement in the neoliberal transformation. That is, the role
of NGOs as independent service providers in the process of social inclusion of
people with ASD. Further inquiry of NGOs as providers of services and support
that facilitate smoother social inclusion of people with ASD may help to shed
light on how their activities are organised, and how relations with the
government and other organisations are maintained. What is more, we should
aim to grasp how they understand social inclusion and in what ways these nongovernmental agencies aim to impact its implementation. We will look at NGOs
as independent service providers as well as, to a varying extent, advocates of
rights of people with ASD. Furthermore, trends of professionalization, decommodification and deinstitutionalization of social inclusion and associated
services will be paid attention to.
Altogether, the key research question of this study is the following − how is
social inclusion facilitated by non-governmental organisations in the context of
neoliberal transformation?
Accordingly, the aim of the research is to study the patterns of service
arrangement of NGOs that facilitate social inclusion of people with Autism
Spectrum Disorder in Russia and Finland, respectively.
The object of the research is the two respective non-governmental
organisations aimed at providing support for people with ASD. Each of these
organisations maintains different relations with state authorities and, thus, is
either fully crowd-funded and/or partly state-financed. The first organisation is
7
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the Charity Foundation ‘Way Out in Petersburg’ and a centre for social
rehabilitation for people with ASD ‘Anton’s Right Here’ (St. Petersburg, Russia),
which nowadays exists on donations from the outside, including governmental
grants and crowd-funding projects. The second case is ‘Autism Foundation
Finland’ (‘Autismisäätiö’), based in Helsinki, which has the same goals and
applies similar methods for social rehabilitation as the former NGO, but differs
from it in other aspects, such as funding and relations with the government.
The subject of the research is activities of the chosen NGOs that presumably
contribute to social inclusion and integration of people with ASD.
In order to address the research question, the following objectives and
associated tasks have been implemented.
Theoretical objectives:
• To study various theoretical approaches to understanding of social inclusion
and synthesise a common framework of approaching the phenomenon from
different analytical angles;
• To study existing approaches to treatment and service provision for people
with ASD;
• To study non-governmental organisations both as service providers and
alternative social institutions;
• To study existing theories explaining patterns of NGO-government relations;
• To examine how social inclusion is promoted in the form of service provision
through concepts of professionalization, de-commodification and
deinstitutionalization.
Empirical objectives:
• To study patterns of various activities of NGOs aimed at social inclusion of
people with ASD in Russia and Finland;
• To study legislative documents and laws concerning the framework of nongovernmental organisations’ (NGOs) activities in Russia and Finland;
• To study and compare how the respective non-governmental organisations
view social inclusion as a phenomenon;
• To study and compare which means and mechanisms of social inclusion are
employed by the chosen non-governmental organisations;
• To study and compare how external relations of each of the NGOs are
maintained.
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Theoretical framework

The proposed study is based on the idea of social inclusion that is understood
by us through a lens of three other interrelated notions of capabilities,
citizenship and social capital. First, the capability approach, as described by A.
Sen (1990; 1992; 2000) and amended by M. Nussbaum (2000; 2005) and L.
Terzi (2005), helps us to gain insight into how social inclusion can be
implemented on an individual level, taking into consideration a person’s own
functioning and capabilities, each of which can be facilitated by making certain
social arrangements. Second, citizenship, or the integrative approach, helps us
understand how social inclusion may be impacted by an individual’s civic status,
primarily relating to one’s position in the labour market (Adriaansens, 1994;
Castel, 1996) as well as to a set of rights and social protection that people may
enjoy being citizens of a certain state (Lister, 2007). Finally, the concept of
social capital regards social inclusion as a ‘social project’ that is implemented
when there are one or more social networks involved, which together bring
about civic engagement (Putnam, 2000; Bates & Davis, 2004), influencing
common well-being of individuals as an end-goal; besides, social capital is seen
as a set of skills, knowledge and competences shared by a group that can also
be convertible into other forms of capital, material or otherwise (Lytkina, 2017).
Each of these concepts focuses on certain needs of groups and individuals and
how they are attained in case of there being a limited or restricted amount of
resources.
Next, a description of existing practices of treatment and services for people
with Autism Spectrum Disorder is presented, where the focus is on needs of
people with ASD themselves with regard to what kinds of services they might
need for a ‘better life’ (Pellicano et al., 2014). While at the same time questions
of general approaches to interventions and common support services are also
addressed (Roberts et al., 2011; Taylor & Seltzer, 2011; Shattuck et al., 2012).
Later, we consider non-governmental organisations as both service providers
(Gilson et al., 1994; Beer et al., 2012; Gooding, 2017) and ‘real utopias’ (Wright,
2011; 2012), where each of these ‘roles’ are complementary to each other and
help us view NGO service provision as embedded in a wider framework of
change-making. In addition to this, external relations of an NGO and patterns of
its interactions with governmental agencies (Cotter, 1998; Batley & Rose,
2011), in particular, as well as with other organisations (Gilson et al., 1994) are
presented, with a categorisation of NGO-government relations (Coston, 1998)
laid out and discussed.
Last but not least, we are looking at existing theorisations of the processes of
professionalization (Evetts, 1999; Iarskaia-Smirnova & Romanov, 2002; James,
2015), de-commodification (Esping-Andersen, 1990; Bambra, 2005;
Mezentseva, 2012) and deinstitutionalization (Bassuk & Gerson, 1978; Buell &
Minnes, 2006; Eyal, 2013), and use them to describe the trends that are evident
in the patterns of each of the studied NGOs’ service provision and other
activities that are arranged by them.
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Methodological foundations of this research are mainly based on the multiplecase study strategy (Yin, 1994:14), including comparative analysis of the two
conducted case studies. The first case study, as it was mentioned earlier,
represents the non-governmental organisation ‘Autism Foundation Finland’
(‘Autismisäätiö’) with headquarters in Helsinki, whereas the second case is the
Charity Foundation ‘Way Out in Petersburg’ that is mainly active in St
Petersburg and its neighbouring areas. Both of the cases depict non-profit
organisations that provide services and organise different kinds of support
activities for people with Autism Spectrum Disorder. They implement similar
means of service provision and share the same goal regarding their clients’
prosperity, although the ways in which they establish relations with the
government and find funding for their work differ to a large extent.
Methods of data collection include a set of qualitative methods:
• In-depth interviews with staff members of the NGOs, including administrative
workers, specialists and heads of different service/activity departments;
• Non-participant observation at different units of the NGOs, including day
activity centres and sheltered workshop units, housing facilities and offices;
• Qualitative analysis of documents, including the NGOs’ websites, national
and local legislations regarding their operations and other printed artefacts,
such as leaflets and yearbooks provided by NGOs.
Methods of data analysis include a detailed description of each case,
comparative analysis of the two cases, as well as open coding in qualitative
research software Atlas.ti.
Description of collected data
Overall, 14 interviews and 5 observations were conducted, with 7 interviews for
each of the case studies, and with 3 and 2 observations for the Finnish and
Russian cases, respectively. Interviews were analysed according to themes set
by the research objectives, and thematic coding was implemented.
Glossary
The following terms will be integral to understanding this paper’s contents:
Autism Spectrum Disorder – a complex developmental neurological disorder
that can cause problems with thinking, feeling, language and the ability to relate
to others with the effects and the severity of symptoms being different in each
person (Copeland, 2018);
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Capabilities – an individual’s set of functionings that he or she is freely able to
accomplish, where functionings represent possible states of ‘being and doing’
that a person can attain, such as being fed or accommodated, physically move
with or without additional support, or being understood by others when
expressing themselves (Sen, 1992);
Citizenship – a status that an individual is able to acquire if they become a
member of a particular community, through employment or other civic
engagement, and start being subject to certain obligations and rights (Castel,
1996:619);
De-commodification – a level to which individuals, or families, can maintain a
socially ‘acceptable standard of living’ in a certain (welfare) state, regardless of
their employment status, or ‘independently of their market participation’ (EspingAndersen, 1990:37);
Deinstitutionalization – transformation of the older system or certain
institutions that were traditionally executing specific roles in a society, or an
attempt to come up with new, more progressive practices in order to challenge
outdated methods that old institutions employ;
Non-governmental organisation (NGO) – a formally structured organisation
that holds a ‘philanthropic, non-profit purpose’ and does not constitute part of
any governmental agencies (Batley & Rose, 2011:229);
Professionalization – a process where different subject matters and problems
are handled by individuals with relevant expert knowledge, experience and
training, rather than by employees that were chosen merely based on their
activism in a certain field or involvement in an organisation’s matters at some
point (Clark & Michuki, 2009; Martens, 2006:21);
Real utopia(s) – liberating alternatives to governing institutions and deeply
rooted structures based on the principal morals of equality, democracy and
sustainability (Wright, 2012);
NGO as a service provider – a more open and democratically sound agency
that has commonly less strict eligibility criteria for services as well as a more
inclusionary approach to its clients in comparison to that of the government
(Beer et al., 2012);
Social capital – a way or means of investing socially in people or their activities
by supporting social relations, or interactions; it is dependent on needs of
certain individuals and groups and can be actualised especially when those
needs are not addressed in any other way (Lytkina, 2012:138);
Social inclusion – a ‘process of improving the terms of participation in society
for people who are disadvantaged on the basis of age, sex, disability, race,
ethnicity, origin, religion, or economic, or another status, through enhanced
opportunities, access to resources, voice and respect for rights’ (United Nations,
2016);
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Welfare state – a pattern of a governing state in which there is a key role of the
state in question is considered in terms of a population’s social protection and
general well-being of the citizens (principles of equality of opportunity, equitable
distribution of wealth, and public responsibility for those unable to avail
themselves of the minimal provisions for a ‘good life’). There are three welfare
regimes as distinguished by Danish sociologist G. Espring-Andersen: liberal,
social-democratic and conservative (Esping-Andersen, 1990).
Structure of the paper
This research paper consists of an Introduction, four chapters, and a
Conclusion. In Chapter 1 a theoretical framework of the study of social inclusion
of individuals with ASD through the lens of non-governmental organisations’
activities is presented, where an emphasis is put on the concepts of capabilities,
citizenship and social capital, as well as on NGO-government relations. In
Chapter 2 the Finnish case is presented, where, first, an overall description of
the research process and methodology is given, and then such important
subjects as the NGO’s understanding of social inclusion, its proposed means of
achieving it and the external relations the organisation maintains are
scrutinised. In Chapter 3 the Russian case is described and presented in the
same way as the preceding case study. Finally, Chapter 4 contains a
comparison of the two cases, overall findings of the research and some trends
and characteristics by which the studied NGOs are distinguished.
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Chapter 1. Theoretical Framework of Studying Social
Inclusion and Its Facilitation by Non-Governmental
Organisations
The objective of this chapter is to present different theoretical approaches that
are useful in understanding the concept of social inclusion and studying how it
is utilised by non-governmental organisations aimed at providing support and
services for socially vulnerable groups, such as people with Autism Spectrum
Disorder in the cases to be discussed further, both in their agenda setting and
practice. In the context of this research paper, social inclusion is looked at from
the standpoints of other interrelated concepts, such as capability, citizenship
and social capital, each of which provides us with a certain insight to the
meaning of the term in question. Next, existing approaches and practices of
support and service provision for people with ASD are briefly described.
Furthermore, non-governmental organisations are theorised both as service
providers per se and ‘real utopias’ (Wright, 2012), as well as patterns of their
interaction with the government and other organisations, non-profit or otherwise,
are introduced. Finally, notions of professionalization, de-commodification and
deinstitutionalization are discussed in relation to services provided by the NGOs
and social inclusion in general.

1.1 Theorising the Understanding of Social Inclusion: Capability,
Citizenship and Social Inclusion
Social inclusion is a complex concept to grasp and define as there may be
different definitions and elements of social inclusion that are considered in each
given case and by various authors. Starting with the simplest and a quitebroad
theorisation of social inclusion as an individual state of having ‘the means,
material or otherwise, to participate in social, economic, political and cultural life’
(Huxley et al., 2012:1), we are going to look at three interrelated concepts that
allow us to consider the problem of social inclusion from different theoretical
angles, that is, capability, citizenship and social capital. Each of these notions
has a potential of shedding light on social inclusion as a global phenomenon.
Before we go on to discuss the aforementioned concepts in more detail, we will
examine how social inclusion can be generally looked upon in two different
ways. Hence, we will view the two ways in which The World Bank describes
social inclusion – providing first a rather broad definition, and then a narrow,
more specific one. The first definition of social inclusion sees it as a ‘process of
improving the conditions for individuals and groups to take part in society’,
whereas a more precise stance on social inclusion regards it as a process that
is, in turn, aimed at the improvement of ‘the ability, opportunity, and dignity of
people, disadvantaged on the basis of their identity, to take part in society’ (The
World Bank, 2013:50). In the given research paper, we aim to stick to a
complex approach to social inclusion that presupposes both elimination of the
existing disadvantages, or, rather, smoothening the negative attitudes and
discrimination towards the vulnerable groups that exist in the society, and
13
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enhancement of a person’s own capabilities and chances. Although our
empirical scope lies in the ways certain NGOs see social inclusion in the
context of improving lives of their support receivers/clients and how they employ
it in practice. Other dimensions of this phenomenon, such as the impact on an
individual and on the societal attitudes towards a vulnerable group, should not
be dismissed either.
1.1.1 Capability approach
A concept of capability is both interesting and significant to look at when talking
about social inclusion/exclusion of people with Autism Spectrum Disorder as
they often lack certain ‘social capabilities’ to some extent – and those are the
ones that prospective NGOs are aiming to encourage and nurture. In this way,
Amartya Sen’s analysis of social inclusion policies in Australia and an overall
description of the capability approach gives us a chance to look at various
inequalities suggested by him in a wider set of contexts (Sen, 1990; 2003).
To start with, the two main notions integral to understanding Sen’s approach are
functionings and capabilities (Sen, 1992:39), where the former present possible
states of ‘being and doing’ an individual is able to acquire, such as being fed, or
being sufficiently well-off and accommodated on a permanent basis. The
functionings as ‘ends in themselves’ should be distinguished from the means or
commodities that are used to attain them (Sen, 1990:41). Thus, capabilities
encompass an individual’s set of functionings that he or she is freely capable of
accomplishing. It is fair to note that the capability approach, first and foremost,
focuses on the quality of life that individuals are realistically able to achieve
(Sen, 1992:40). Furthermore, a combination of certain capabilities, or a lack
thereof, would be of help in assessing a level of capability an individual is
subject to.
Going back to the notion of social inclusion/exclusion, A. Sen generally sees
social exclusion as a ‘capability failure’, which is derived mainly from the studies
of poverty, but can be generalised and applied to other vulnerabilities that
people experience as well. In this way, Sen extrapolates the very idea of
poverty onto the overall capability perspective. According to him, social
exclusion can be an essential part of ‘capability poverty’ that implies a
significant role of social life, or whether an individual is an active member of a
certain community. In connection to this, the author mentions Adam Smith’s
idea of incapability to interact unobstructedly with others as a prominent
deprivation per se (Sen, 2000:4), which is seen by us to be significant in the
study of social inclusion of people with ASD, who may experience a great
difficulty with social interaction in general.
Next, it is noted that an individual’s exclusion from social life can be correlated
with other deficiencies and associated chances that promote one’s well-being,
such as employment and financial stability that comes with it. This leads us to
consider, following Sen’s train of thought, that social inclusion can be both an
essential part of ‘capability deprivation’ and practically a cause of various
‘capability failures’ that result from an absence or a downfall of particular
14
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functionings (Sen, 2000:5). What is more, Sen distinguishes between active and
passive exclusion, with the first often being a product of governmental decisions
and policies that directly affect a certain group’s place in a society in relation to
others and influences specific inequalities (for example, restricted rights of
political participation for immigrants), whereas passive exclusion comes about
in a ‘natural’, intrinsic manner, when there is no conscious intent to leave
someone or something out (that can be exemplified by a weak economy of a
state that influences a generally high level of poverty, or an inaccessible
entrance to a building which would be hard to enter for a physically impaired
person) (Sen, 2000:15).
In general, the capability approach has a potential of being a tool for analysis of
different levels of inequality and situations of social exclusion as the author
himself did not set any limitations as to which spheres and specific
circumstances it can be applied to. Ai-Thu Dang, however, argues that it may
generate potential difficulties, when one tries to operationalise the capability
approach as to what extent capabilities or/and functionings should be spoken
about and how each of them can be recognised and evaluated (2014, 481).
Furthermore, L. Terzi (2005) talks about the capability approach as being able
to address the issues of disability and impairment, namely, in the assessment of
them when proposing equally accessible and inclusive systematic and social
arrangements (203). The two main contributions of the capability approach to
the disability theory, according to her, include: (1) the first deals with the ways it
is possible to look at impairment and disability as inherent features of human
diversity, and how we can evaluate equality of a group of people with a certain
disability in relation to others; (2) the second concerns specific social policies
and how they are to be planned and implemented so that appropriate
capabilities and functionings of a given target group are taken into consideration
(Terzi, 2005: 207). Accordingly, capability approach provides us with new
analytical tools in assessing and aiming to improve people’s general
opportunities and abilities, providing them with greater freedom to choose from
various ways of life, regardless of a handicap they might have.
Besides, another important dimension of the capability approach lies in its
relativity in looking at disability. Therefore, an impairment, which can be either
inherent or acquired later in life, becomes actualised as a disability only when it
is manifest that an individual bearing that disability lacks equal access to
resources or opportunities that are openly approachable by a reference group
(Terzi, 2005: 209). For example, an autistic person may be deprived of the
common capability to visit such public places as cafes, supermarkets or
museums, if there appears to be no enclosed quiet area at a place, where he or
she can retreat from social tension experienced in public, or there are no staff
members able to assist them, especially given the fact that certain places can
be overcrowded at times, or have a rather loud background music or too bright
illumination for a person with sensory sensitivity to tolerate. In other words, a
disability becomes a disadvantage when a set of person’s functionings seems
to be insufficient to achieve a capability experienced by the majority, unless
certain means and arrangements are organised.
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Then, Terzi draws our attention to Martha Nussbaum’s additions to the
capability approach which include linking (under)achieved capabilities with
scarcely researched issues of social justice, and coming up with a set of ‘central
human capabilities’ that she claims to be universal for all human beings
(Nussbaum, 2005; Terzi, 2005:210). These integral human capabilities
suggested by Nussbaum are as follows: (1) ‘life’, (2) ‘bodily integrity’, (3)
‘senses, imagination and thought’, (4) ‘emotions’, (5) ‘practical reason’, (6)
‘affiliation’, (7) ‘play’, (8) ‘other species’, and (9) ‘control over the environment’,
both material and political (Nussbaum, 2000, 84). All of the characteristics listed
above pertain either to internal capabilities or external ones that can be
influenced outwardly. She further goes to claim that the proposed universal
human capabilities can be also utilised politically, which can be implemented
through establishing corresponding ‘constitutional guarantees’ as a part of
political reality that aims to ensure ecumenical human dignity through reaching
an ‘overlapping consensus’ (Nussbaum, 2000:74; Terzi, 2005:211).
Bringing together Sen’s and Nussbaum’s visions on the human capabilities, it
can be concluded that the broad dimensions of application of the capability
approach enable us to frame disability as something essentially relational and
multidimensional, as L. Terzi remarks, that we should take into account while
assessing complementary reference points of individuals and associated
allocation of ‘benefits and burdens in social arrangements’ (Terzi, 2005:215).
Therefore, the capability approach can be used in addressing issues of social
inclusion of various vulnerable and minority groups that may suffer from
insufficient social accommodations and/or unfavourable social attitudes.
1.1.2 Integrative approach (citizenship)
The integrative approach, or the one based on the study of citizenship, is
another conceptualisation that can be of benefit when looking at social inclusion
as it is implemented by certain non-governmental organisations. When
analysing a shift in how the significance of work had been perceived through the
years, Robert Castel (1996) refers to the situation in which homeless people, or
street dwellers,were back in the day (and still are to some extent), where they
were officially considered ‘useless’ to the society due to unemployment that was
widespread among members of this socially vulnerable group (615), linking the
ideas of social inclusion and citizenship. In the same way, people with Autism
Spectrum Disorders are often thought to be a ‘burden’ to society and a state’s
economy (Roddy & O’Neill, 2018), especially when they receive state-provided
support and benefits without a stable employment status. Such adverse public
attitudes towards people with ASD devalue those of them who get into
employment and, at the same time, symbolically exclude individuals who may
otherwise be of benefit to society.
Castel poses a question of social citizenship, more specifically, in the following
way: ‘Whether or to what extent is wage employment the basis of social
recognition?’ (1996:616). Therefore, it seems important to see whether stable
wage work/employment is an obligatory prerequisite for being socially included
as an ‘active citizen’ in the first place or it is merely one of the many possible
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preconditions for it. Next, R. Castel also urges to distinguish between ‘economic
utility’ and social recognition, which can also be framed in terms of ‘social
citizenship’ (1996:618). The latter views an individual not as an independent
actor but rather as a member of a greater major entity, or society, generally
speaking.
Moreover, transformation of the older hierarchical ‘labourer-master’ system
introduced means of social protection of workers, focusing on wages rather than
on a more general term of labour and stretching out to other spheres of life
other than solely work-related (Castel, 1996:618). Therefore, social citizenship
is a status that an individual is able to obtain if they become a member of a
particular community, through employment or otherwise, and become subject to
certain obligations as well as rights shared within it (Castel, 1996:619).
H. Adriaansens goes on to discuss citizenship in relation to welfare state,
bringing up the role of active labour market policy that focuses on making
people seek employment more effectively with an intention to reduce the
number of unemployed state benefits receivers (1994:74), making them seem
as a rather marginalised group faced with certain austerity-induced restraints. In
addition, this measure does not only make the very idea of universalistic welfare
state debatable, but also promotes the belief that one can only become
integrated as a citizen through full employment — one of the elements of the
‘ideal type’ of welfare state that was discussed in detail by G. Esping-Andersen
(1990).
Furthermore, a notion of highly competitive labour market that is evident today
brings about newer forms of exclusion, which are represented by inability of
some groups to adapt to ongoing changes and general ambiguity of state
policies and social guarantees. As a conclusion, Castel characterises labour law
as one of preconditions for the emergence of citizenship because it essentially
warrants a certain level of recognition for the labour ‘providers’ (that is, wage
workers), looking at them as serving for ‘the common good’ (Castel, 1996:622).
Overall, citizenship is understood by R. Castel as a set of certain rights
guaranteed by welfare state to individuals who find themselves grounded in one
form of employment or another.
R. Lister more thoroughly focuses on the ‘tension between citizenship’s
inclusionary and exclusionary sides’, observing both general values
undermining the idea of inclusion through citizenship as well as various shapes
that it might take (2007). She looks at the strive for social inclusion that
citizenship influences as one of the concept’s important themes and analyses it
in connection to certain vulnerable groups, including the poor and people with
disabilities, which have been traditionally left out in citizenship studies. Looking
at the inclusionary side of citizenship, Lister mentions its four main values, as
outlined by another scholar, N. Kabeer, who focuses on the viewpoint of
excluded groups rather than on discriminatory policies; the four values of
inclusive citizenship go as follows: (1) justice in terms of equally beneficial
treatment with regard to people’s individual characteristics; (2) recognition of
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people being equally worthy and respected for their peculiarities; (3) selfdetermination, or an ability to control one’s life without external intervention; and
(4) solidarity with other fellow citizens, who might be similar or different to
oneself (Lister, 2007:50-51; Kabeer, 2005).
Later, Lister touches upon citizenship’s place in relation to disability policies,
and vice versa, emphasising an evident striving of disability activists for ‘full,
equal and accessible citizenship’ and for their inherent right to be diverse
citizens at the same time (Lister, 2007:53-54). What is more, disability is
scarcely talked about by citizenship theorists, whereas it is often closely
associated with the idea of citizenship and the rights that come with it.
Particularly, ‘socioeconomic and cultural forms of injustice’ are highlighted in
existing scholarship on disability and citizenship (Lister, 2007; Marks, 2001), but
it remains arguable whether it is what influences social inclusion. Finally, Lister
talks about disability as a field that can challenge the clash between
citizenship’s universalist claims (influenced largely by welfare state) and a call
for recognition of difference (Lister, 2007:54) that might be threatened by
exclusionary or underdeveloped social policies aimed at disabled individuals. In
general, social inclusion looked at through the lenses of citizenship, as
previously discussed, can be implemented in the two main ways: either via an
individual’s participation in employment or through social protection that is
guaranteed by welfare state.
1.1.3 Social capital
Social capital is one of the essential elements for any grass-roots initiatives to
be successfully implemented as it presents that very foundation (or ‘social glue’)
that brings people and various resources and skills they may possess together
in order to achieve one common goal, or implement a project with a certain
purpose. In the following section we will look at how social capital is
conceptualised in scientific literature, focusing on R. Putnam’s works as well as
paying attention to other prominent scholars’ contributions to understanding of
the concept. Later, a closer look at social capital in relation to disability studies
and facilitation of social inclusion within this sphere will be presented.
Putnam in his work ‘Bowling Alone…’ (2000) raises a question of declining
social capital in the USA, basing his analysis on the observation that fewer
people are joining voluntary associations these days and trying to elaborate
whether this form of human social organisation is no longer relevant, or whether
it has taken a new shape as such. Greater reliance on the state and a less
frequent occurrence of civil movements, in his view, make interpersonal
interactions rather fragmentary and loose, which, in turn, impacts the level of
social solidarity among people (Putnam, 2000:223). Therefore, social capital
and social networks that are influenced by it play a central role in the formation
of civic engagement. Putnam defines social capital as bearing characteristics of
social organisation, including ‘networks, norms and social trust’ that together
stimulate ‘coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit’ (Putnam, 2000:225).
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Further, when looking at the evident decline of participation in both voluntary
associations and political life at various levels in the USA that was evident in the
1970s – 1990s, R. Putnam mentions three countertrends that exist either as an
alternative movement or present newer tendencies, which involve (1) so-called
national-level ‘tertiary associations’ that have millions of people as their
members, but there is a certain immediate bond between them that is missing,
that, thus, makes an emergence of quality social capital unlikely; (2) a growing
number of non-profit organisations (especially those that provide certain
services), or a ‘third sector’, where membership plays a secondary role; and (3)
support, or self-help, groups that are becoming more widespread and produce
more ‘traditional’ forms of social capital within them (Putnam, 2000:228-229).
However, all the earlier presented cases of alternative social associations rely
on the accumulation of common social capital far less than their predecessors.
In connection to the empirical studies that will be presented later, I can say that
both of the studied cases represent examples of non-profit organisations
primarily focused at providing services to a particular population group, and
within them there are various elements of social capital reproduced and
fostered.
Furthermore, P. Bates and F. A. Davis (2004) address Putnam’s notions of
social capital in such a way that they compare it to the concept of social
inclusion and analyse the level of interrelatedness and differences between
these terms, demonstrating these points by referring to services for people with
learning disabilities. Accordingly, and most importantly to the central theme of
this paper, the scholars view social inclusion as a process of making sure that
people with learning disabilities (or people with Autism Spectrum Disorder − in
our case) have unrestricted and equal ‘access to activities, social roles and
relationships’ together with and on the same merits as other people (Bates &
Davis, 2004, 196). When making distinction between the two concepts, it is
argued that social capital theorists barely pay any attention to people living in
closed institutions, medical or otherwise, whereas social inclusion proponents
strive for finding a way to free them from these restrictive environments. As for
the similarities among the two concepts, in the context of service provision
topeople with disabilities, service recipients are acknowledged as ‘citizens’,
meanwhile a relation between a care giver and a service user is compromised
for the one between a citizen and a broader community that, in turn, may have
contributed to funding of the aforementioned services. (Bates & Davis,
2004:198.)
Besides, O’Brien and O’Fathaigh (2005), examining the role of education and
associated qualifications in social capital formation, refer to Bourdieu’s
understanding of social capital as essentially beneficial in the context of social
inclusion as it positions social capital functioning as a ‘tool of cultural
reproduction’ in the process of explicating cases of ‘unequal educational
achievement’ (O’Brien & O’Fathaigh, 2005:68), or any such achievements
where specific forms of social capital are involved (e.g., employment acquired
through involvement in one’s social networks). In this way, Bourdieu’s
approach, in contrast to Putnam’s, addresses inadequate consideration of
underachievement and distinguishes between resources and their dispersion
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within social structure (O’Brien & O’Fathaigh, 2005:68), which provides a
generally more informed framework of analysis of empirical inquiries of social
capital that, however, are not to be scrutinised in the settings of this paper.
In addition, when discussing the impact of social capital on inclusion of people
with disabilities and their families, Chenoweth and Stehlik (2004) mention seven
main themes that had been prominently evident in the literature on social capital
and that are presented as crucial elements of it: (1) participation in networks
and associations; (2) reciprocity of resources and informal support; (3) trust; (4)
social norms that are challenged when a person has a disability; (5) common
resources within an association or a network; (6) proactivity, or active
participation of each member in community life; and (7) tolerance of diversity
(Chenoweth & Stehlik, 2004:62-64; Bullen & Onyx, 1999). These notions of
social capital, however, may be difficult to be effectively employed by people
with disabilities themselves as, for example, their position in society is rather
vulnerable, and it might be harder for them alone to form such support
associations, which potentially delegates this task to their family members
and/or caretakers. On the other hand, particular associations targeting social
inclusion of vulnerable groups have a full potential of compiling all of the
previously discussed elements of social capital while taking measures to
incorporate these groups into the wider context of community participation.
Finally, T. Lytkina’s (2017) perspective on social capital and practices of social
solidarity, exemplified in the form of a grass-roots movement aimed at the
poor/vulnerable population groups, provides us with insights about mutual
benefits that are attained in the process of social capital formation within a
voluntary association — where these benefits are not material but, rather, lie in
shared experiences and skills developed by its members, as well as in the
impact on the community life. Social capital, according to Lytkina, is dependent
on needs of certain individuals and groups and is only actualised when those
needs are not addressed in any other way (Lytkina, 2017:138). Last but not
least is Lytkina’s observation that social capital can be ‘converted’ into other
forms of capital, which, based on the author’s example, may include enhanced
business connections, improved professional qualifications and skills, and so on
(Lytkina, 2017:152). This goes on to show the concept’s flexibility and potency
to influence various spheres of social life, both on an individual and group
levels.
Comparing the concepts of capability, citizenship and social capital, it can be
said that there are many overlaps in their characteristics and the ways in which
social inclusion is considered in connection to each of the ideas, namely, in the
manner they view participation in community. However, the capability approach
focuses more on intrinsic features of individuals, rather than groups, while social
capital can only be produced and expedited when there is more than one
person involved, or when the resources one person possesses are used for the
mutual benefit of a group and are not merely regarded as an individual quality.
Finally, citizenship considers an individual position within a society, or a group,
that affects which rights and goods (or benefits) he or she as a citizen is able to
enjoy, where citizenship can be both inclusive and exclusive.
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In general, taken together, the presented approaches to understanding social
inclusion lay out different ways of how we can analyse facilitation of social
inclusion by non-governmental organisations from various angles and positions.
Therefore, capability approach and citizenship view social inclusion at individual
(micro-) and more global, group (macro-) levels, respectively; whereas social
capital observes social inclusion at an intermediate, mezzo-level that takes into
account individual characteristics of persons and how they are enhanced and
contribute to efforts or initiatives undertaken by a group as a whole.

1.2 Social Inclusion of Individuals with ASD: Treatment and
Services
In the following section of the theoretical chapter, existing research and
scholarly descriptions of practices that relate to treatment schemes and
associated services which are designed to promote social inclusion of people
with Autism Spectrum Disorder will be presented and discussed. These include
accepted treatment paths and specific services, such as sheltered workshops
and supervised employment. Each of these treatment plans, as we understand,
incorporates one or more elements of what constitutes social inclusion. As the
existing research on autism primarily focuses on the early diagnosis and
measures of intervention and support for children with ASD (Pellicano et al.,
2014:760), in the course of this research paper we are paying more attention to
adults and what kind of treatment and services they may need – seeing ASD as
a life-long condition that cannot be ‘cured’ at one point, people living with ASD,
however, should often be assisted and aided to some extent throughout their
life, depending on their individual needs.
To illustrate this, in the study about trends present in autism-related research in
the UK and how various groups (researchers, funding agencies, autistic adults
and their families etc.) evaluated their prominence, people with ASD and their
family members as well as some researchers and professionals expressed the
following priorities for forthcoming autism research that principally addressed
services and support, such as: (1) ‘developing everyday skills’; (2) ‘evidencebased services and interventions’; (3) ‘employment’; and (4) ‘post-diagnostic
support’ (Pellicano et al., 2014:761). This only goes to show how striking
practical matters and questions of services and special support are for people
with ASD themselves, in contrast to an ever-growing number of purely
exploratory inquiries in the field of cognitive and neurological sciences, which
are nonetheless important, but often fail to provide on-point functional solutions
to the problems adults on the spectrum might face.
There are two main approaches that are generally distinguished with regard to
treatment and services for people with ASD: the first, ‘normalising approach’,
focuses on treating ‘core symptoms’ of autism as to make them less severe or
‘obstructive’; whereas the second, ‘integrative approach’, also known as
inclusionary, is centred around acceptance of autistic people and their unique
traits, while finding ways to adapt the social environment to their needs as well
as to provide sufficient support for people with ASD themselves. I will not assign
any particular treatments to one category or the other as the debate about
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whether specific intervention plans are scientifically justified or not is still
ongoing, and is beyond the scope of this study. I will list some of the treatment
schemes and services that are more commonly talked about and applied more
often than others.
Alternatively, the UK’s National Autistic Society has adopted an acronym that
explains five major tendencies of promoting social inclusion for people with
ASD, that is, ‘SPELL’ which is described as follows: (1) Structure — aiming to
create an inclusive and accessible environment and infrastructure for people
with ASD, including the use of supporting tools, such as visual timetables and
various communication aids; (2) Positive approaches and expectations —
encouraging people to be engaged in new activities and allowing them freedom
of choice and independence; (3) Empathy — acquiring deeper understanding of
autism and its impact on an individual’s attitudes towards different spheres of
life; (4) ‘Low arousal is not the same as no arousal’ — making public spaces
more accessible and having less sensory triggers (such as excessively bright
lighting or loud background music) as well as safe, quiet spaces for people to
retreat to in case of sensory overload; and (5) Links — which include all the
means taken to promote social inclusion of individuals with ASD through various
agencies of support (Roberts et al., 2011:46-47). The first four elements
represent the basic values and attitudes that are deemed to be important and
effective in facilitating social inclusion, while the last one, ‘links’, rather refers to
specific methods of support and services that help to gather all the previous
notions together.
Specifically, Shattuck and colleagues reviewed existing studies on the services
for people with ASD and found that the evidence base on various interventions
and support activities for adults with autism is insufficient for relying on it as an
instrument of influencing related policies and funding schemes (Shattuck et al.,
2012:290). Despite this, it is still possible to collect information about such
services and possible interventions from medical literature and a scarce number
of articles on the topic from other fields. Taylor and Seltzer (2011), for instance,
focusing on employment and tertiary education of young adults with ASD,
indicate a prevalence of the following services used by this group: (1) tertiary
degree-seeking programme; (2) competitive employment (in the open labour
market); (3) supported employment (receiving various kinds of support and
supervision at the workplace; (4) adult day services (including sheltered
workshops and day activity centres); (5) irregular support activities (Taylor &
Seltzer, 2011: 569-570). Although this is far from being a full list of services
available for people with ASD within different organisational settings and
national contexts, these are some of the fundamental services that are targeting
an individual’s integration into society or a community. Other crucial services
and means of support also include special housing arrangements (ranging from
a fully supported group home to independent living with or without cohabitation),
facilitated communication and various types of soft therapeutic treatment, which
will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter of this paper.
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1.3 Non-Governmental Organisations as Service Providers and
Real Utopias
In the third part of this chapter we are going to take a look at how nongovernmental organisations can be seen as, on the one hand, service providers
in their own field and, on the other hand, as ‘real utopias’ opposing
consolidating capitalist structures. The latter notion, as conceptualised by E. O.
Wright, will be explained in greater detail further.
In the last few decades non-governmental organisations (NGOs) have become
important non-state actors, often cited to be a ‘third sector’ as opposed to
governmental and private agencies. Frequently having a niche of their own and
a target group, they perform various activities either in line with the state’s
agenda or in parallel to it, maintaining a certain level of independence or, in
some cases, complete autonomy. Rapid growth in the number of NGOs
commencing in the twenty-first century as well as their involvement in measures
concerning development and governance on different levels can be compared
in importance to the emergence of ‘nation states’ in the nineteenth century and
how this phenomenon transformed the existing reality (Beer et al., 2012:1;
Edwards & Hulme, 1996:326). What is more, the impact NGOs have on
communities they aim to protect and on society in general is also of great
interest, especially when comparing their role to the one that nation states and
their governments had back in the day.
C. Beer and colleagues (2012) point out that there are three mains types of
activities performed by NGOs, that is: (1) advocacy — drawing attention to
acute social problems in order to seek resources and bring up effective
solutions; (2) service provision — producing services to the population which
are either not sufficiently covered by the governmental providers or completely
overlooked by the state; and (3) regulation — lobbying and semi-regulating
governmental and business activities in their field of interest (Beer et al., 2012:
326). The focus of the next section of the chapter will be specifically on the role
of an NGO as a service provider.
1.3.1 NGOs as service providers
One of the most striking reasons why NGOs are currently seen as significant
actors in the service delivery stems from the idea of relocating the state from
so-called ‘rowing’, executive, to ‘steering’, guiding, activities (Beer et al., 2012,
328), where the latter implies a lesser involvement of the government in various
spheres of life, including decision-making and organisation of some of the
crucial services, access to which might be compromised due to a rather
bureaucratised state system. In this way, NGOs emerge on the scene of service
provision as a more open and democratically sound agency, with commonly
less strict eligibility criteria and more inclusionary approach than that of the
government.
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As a rather welcoming attitude towards NGOs can be explained largely by their
missionary character to some extent and strongly broadcasted ideals, it is often
argued that these non-governmental actors have the full capacity to proffer
more efficient and accommodating means of providing services that, unlike in
case of state-based agencies, avoid a burden of possible bureaucratic
procedures (Beer et al., 2012, 329; Dichter, 1999), which are both timeconsuming and position the state as a mediator or a dominant provider in the
‘service provider — service recipient’ relations. What is more, when there is a
particular gap within the practical capabilities of state sectors responsible for
welfare of citizens or a certain vulnerable group, an NGO’s presence becomes
crucial as it may be delivering the services and rendering support that are not
accessible elsewhere. This is to a varying degree true for the two empirical
cases of non-governmental organisations that will be scrutinised in the next
chapters of this study, each of which, having a specific target group — people
with a neurological disorder, such as ASD, work towards catering for their
needs and finding new solutions to a range of problems they may face.
However, NGOs’ engagement in service provision, as Kamat notes, can also be
linked to a revision of the democratic model in such a way that brings it together
with global capitalist interests (Beer et al., 2012:329; Kamat, 2004:156).
Accordingly, this observation urges us to consider potential vectors of
commercialisation that can be undergone by some NGOs, especially if their
services are highly demanded among a greater part of population or actively
funded by the state.
K. Gooding (2017) also notes that NGOs, which are engaged in the research of
their field of interest, tend to base the objectives of such inquiries on their own
experience of service delivery, focusing more on ‘the end users’ of their
services rather than on the general problem of research, despite this often
proving to be irrelevant to the problems the wider public faces or is interested in
(2). Furthermore, to identify relevance of NGO’s research activities — given the
fact that a certain NGO has research operations on their agenda as one of the
areas of their principal interests, we need to consider whether its results lead to
improvement of practised interventions, endorse new interventions or have a
potential of impacting actual policies (Zachariah et al., 2010; Gooding, 2017:2).
For instance, if an NGO focuses on improvement of its own activities and good
practice, its stakeholders are likely to experience a positive impact on the
services’ quality, whereas a rather narrow nature of such studies makes it
unlikely for it to affect people and initiatives out of the niche of service delivery.
This research strategy can be considered instrumental, or ‘problem-solving’, as
opposed to ‘strategic, hegemony-challenging knowledge’ on the other side of
the research spectrum (Basan et al., 2008; Gooding, 2017:2).
Additionally, Gilson and colleagues (1994), focusing on the health sector NGOs,
distinguish four main functions within the examined sector, which include: (1)
service provision that is designed for a specific population group which is often
seen as vulnerable; (2) social welfare activities (filling ‘care’ gaps in the social
welfare of a state); (3) support activities, such as special training for staff
members and volunteers, and various forms of support for its customers; (4)
research and advocacy, which are usually aimed at influencing existing policies
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or backing practices that an NGO is involved in (15 –16). As the case studies of
NGOs we have conducted in the framework of this research may be identified
as mainly relating to the health sector, this categorisation of NGO functions will
be of benefit for further analysis.
Finally, Zupančič and Pahor (2016) more specifically focalise NGO service
provision in the area of mental health, studying organisations in Slovenia that
help people with depression, and identify five major roles that an NGO can play:
(1) a provider (here the nature of services offered by an NGO is described as
complementary and free); (2) a supporter (support that is directed not only at
service users themselves but also at their families; advocacy and wider
influence are also incorporated in this role); (3) a contractor (various crucial and
supplementary services that are focused on a particular aim and associated
results; a certain contract, or service’s objectives, are established and acted
upon); (4) an operator (connecting contractors, or service providers, patients
and experts; including more global practices of spreading awareness); (5) a
recipient of support (accepting additional funding and aid for secondary services
and projects) (236). Some of these roles may be highlighted in an NGO’s
activities, while others may remain in the background. However, it is important
to look at NGOs not only as service providers per se but also as engaged actors
on the wider scene of social policy and advocacy.
1.3.2 NGOs as real utopias.
One of the peculiarities of sociological knowledge is that one is able to consider
in their inquiry not only phenomena that are observable and existent in the
present, but also explore the possible – which is only imaginable at the moment
and not yet materialised or established in any coherent form; it can refer to a
hypothetical solution to a social problem, or to a categorisation, or a model of a
certain process that is yet to be empirically proven. Such concept is presented
by the idea of ‘Real Utopias’ suggested by E. O. Wright. In his article on the
topic, Wright (2012) discusses liberating alternatives to governing institutions
and deeply rooted social structures that those bestowed. The two main ideas
that the notion of ‘real utopias’ is based upon go as follows: (1) a lot of
instances of human hardship and shortages in human well-being are an
outcome of existent institutions and social structures (‘foundational proposition
of critical social science’); and (2) altering established institutions and social
structures ‘in the right way’ has a possibility of greatly decreasing human
hardship and increasing chances of human prospering (‘foundational
proposition of emancipatory social science’) (2). In other words, entrenched
institutions and often highly hierarchical structures that are built within them
contribute to the overall creation and maintenance of inequalities in the world,
which can only be overcome if functioning of the old institutions is critically
addressed and reconsidered.
To address the task of institutional transformation in the times of prevailing
capitalism, the author calls for implementation of the next four tasks: (1)
narrowing down moral principles for assessing social institutions; (2) applying
chosen principles as ‘the standards for diagnosis and critique’ of established
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institutions; (3) formulating a set of potential alternatives in accordance with the
critique; and (4) coming up with ‘a theory of transformation’ for implementing the
proposed alternatives, which themselves represent ‘real utopias’ (Wright, 2012,
3). Therefore, making a utopia real is a process that goes through different
stages, where a ‘real utopia’ is not an immediate solution per se, but, rather, it
implies a strategically driven approach taking into account many nuances and
possible plot changes. That is to say, Wright’s idea is not totally idealistic, but
rather complex and thoroughly calculated.
Starting up with the moral principles essential to make an utopia ‘tangible’,
Wright (2012) distinguished the main three values, or moral principles, —
equality, democracy and sustainability — that are seen to be the core
preconditions for a wholly just society. While the principle of equality is seen to
be the central one and is, in turn, based on the four ideological grounds: (1)
‘human flourishing’; (2) ‘equal access, not equal opportunity’; (3) care should be
taken of both ‘material and social conditions’ that are essential for each
individual’s prospering, not only material; (4) the principle of equality should be
considered all-encompassing, referring to all people, regardless of their
background, rather than the few (Wright, 2012:4); democracy refers to equal
access to political participation in a broad sense where everyone is given the
right to make choices that are relevant to his or her life (Wright, 2012:5). Finally,
the principle of sustainability is seldom regarded when any kind policy is
developed, but it points out the importance for future generations to maintain
the same level of overall well-being that we are subject to at the present
moment, which can be ensured only if we treat the surrounding environment
with care and caution (Wright, 2012:6).
As for the possible alternatives one can come up with in order to actualise a
proposed utopia, they need to be evaluated through a lens of its ‘desirability’,
‘viability’ and ‘achievability’, where all of these elements should be considered
together, and none of them can be overlooked, in which case a utopia ceases to
be ‘real’ (Wright, 2012:8). What is more, ‘real utopias’ can be utopian only to an
extent that it does not completely dissociate itself from the existing or desirable
reality. Thus, to make a ‘real utopia’ work, all various factors should be taken
into account, and only practically feasible options should be elaborated on. A
real utopian, Wright concludes, should be a ‘pragmatic idealist’ (2012:9), rather
than a hopeless utopian in the classic sense.
Above all, in practice ‘real utopias’ are represented by institutions that by their
very existence envisage systematic change that is either yet to happen or in the
process of being conceived, where it is often embedded in the context of overall
political stagnation and crisis (Wright, 2012:9). At other times, however, a
change can come about unassumingly, not initiating any serious confrontations.
Next, Wright proposes a general framework for examining real utopias, which
we will aim to use when analysing the case studies that are to be presented in
the next two chapters.
To begin, the focal point of investigation of ‘real utopias’ lies in a ‘powercentered framework for understanding capitalism and its alternatives’, which
refers to power as ‘the capacity to do things in the world to produce effects’
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(which the author coins as an ‘agent-centered’ approach to power); later, three
types of power are distinguished: (1) economic power (based on control of
economic goods), (2) state power (concerning regulations and their
implementation on a given territory), and (3) social power (dependent on the
ability to mobilise people for ‘cooperative, voluntary collective actions’). The last
term is close in meaning to the notion of social capital as it also considers the
level of solidarity and collective action that a group of people following the same
goal must be after. The three ideal types of economic structures correspond to
the kinds of power described accordingly in the following way: (1) capitalism is
purely based on the control exercised through economic power; (2) statism
sees as central the force of state power and ‘state-administrative mechanism’
that comes with it; and, finally, (3) socialism deems social power as an integral
source of control. (Wright, 2012:12.) However, it should be mentioned that the
three power types and respective economic structures are never present in their
essential form, but always constitute a mix, or a hybrid, of a few, combining
various elements of capitalism, statism and socialism to a varying extent, with
one of the structures usually being in dominant position, albeit never
exclusively. In this way, there are no ‘genuine’ capitalism and statism, nor
socialism, but a certain mixture of the three.
Furthermore, E. O. Wright presents seven main kinds of configurations of power
types that are targeting social empowerment in various ways, containing
different ‘progressive policies, institutional innovations and proposals, strategies
and reforms’ (Wright, 2012:15); these include:
(1) Statist socialism: social power exercises control over economic activity
through the state. At the same time, state power is subsidiary to social power as
it makes democratic decision-making possible. Moreover, this power
configuration represents a classic Marxist example of socialist political structure,
which, nonetheless, does not overshadow its obvious flaws;
(2) Social democratic statist regulation (Social Democracy I): the economy is
controlled by social power via arbitration of both state and economic power. In
this case, capitalist economic power openly and unobstructedly takes control of
the economy, although being governed by state power that is, in turn,
dependent on social power. The main concern here is to what extent dedication
to it represents a real indication of ‘democratic empowerment of civil society’
(Wright, 2012:16);
(3) Associational democracy (Social Democracy II): this power configuration
incorporates a large number of so-called ‘institutional devices’ that have the
potential of influencing direct participation of collective, civic associations in
exercising authority together with governmental actors. Social empowerment
here becomes achievable only in the case of civic associations being wholly
democratic and representing genuine interests of the people, while at the same
time the process of decision-making ought to be as transparent and reflective
as possible (Wright, 2012:17);
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(4) Social capitalism (Social Economy I): in a broad sense, social economy is
understood by the sociologist as an entity that encompasses such power
configurations where the economy is not influenced by the state in any direct
way. Further, social capitalism, a term rarely encountered in the literature on the
topic, presupposes such a configuration of power, where subordinate civic
associations directly impact the exercise of economic power, using various
means to achieve this kind of influence;
(5) The core social economy (Social Economy II): state and economic power
are excluded from employing direct influence over economic activity, which
presents a qualitatively different way of managing the economy. The main
characteristic of the core social economy lies in the way its goods production is
organised as to meet the needs of a community, rather than fulfilling the
capitalist objective of profit-making. Civic, voluntary associations that exercise
the greatest extent of power in this case are usually fully independent from the
state, although in some cases they may receive state funding, apart from other
forms of non-governmental donations (Wright, 2012:17);
(6) The cooperative market economy (Social Economy III): here the socialist
(and democratic) component is the most important, which manifests itself in the
way all members of a certain cooperative, or an association of cooperatives,
have equal influence and control over economic power that is presented by the
cooperative’s common capital. The social nature of ownership of the main
cooperative in this power configuration is extended to individual cooperatives
where governance is executed through a stakeholder model, which can be
characterised by regulation of these cooperatives via chosen democratic
agencies that represent all groups of members of this enterprise, whose wellbeing is impacted by the cooperatives’ economic activity (Wright, 2012:18);
(7) Participatory socialism: this power structure brings together the social
economy and statist socialism in a way that different kinds of goods and
services production are organised and governed by the state and civil society
evenly, whereas social power is not only exercised through the conventional
channels of ‘democratic control of state policies’, but is also essentially
incorporated in the productive activities (Wright, 2012:18).
Attempting to combine the described power configurations, Wright comes up
with a categorisation of three clusters of political traditions of socioeconomic
transformation: (1) a socialist cluster; (2) a social economy cluster; and (3) a
social democratic cluster. Each of these clusters corresponds to a role in
conforming to the state power and a level of attempted subordination of
capitalist economic power. The general notion that is evident in all the
discussed power configurations deals with ‘democratisation of power over
economic life’ that is to be done through making social power, inherent in
‘voluntary cooperation for collective action’, ascending over other power types,
that is, economic and state power. (Wright, 2012:19.) NGOs, therefore, can be
seen as those voluntary associations, or cooperatives, that are trying to
overcome established economic and political structures to provide supports and
services, which constitute their ‘capital’, to the public. Accordingly, an NGO’s
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activities may fall into a framework of one of these power configurations, or a
mix of a few, depending on social and state contexts which a given organisation
is embedded in.
To sum up, the main point of turning to ‘real utopias’ as a subject of study is to
widen our horizons of imagining possible alternatives to the existing realities, or
conceptualizing ongoing transformations of the kind, with the intention to use
acquired knowledge and theoretical assumptions to take informed actions when
there are tangible opportunities to reconstruct existing institutional structures
and, in this way, positively impact human well-being (Wright, 2011:42). Thus, a
vision of ‘real utopias’ might help us to critically analyse various aspects of how
certain NGOs are able to fill in the gaps between a state’s own resources and
social guarantees, and people’s real needs addressed by non-profit service
providers that are embedded in a certain economic system.

1.4 External Relations of an NGO: Patterns of Interaction with
the State and Other Organisations
Some scholars argue that considerable dependence on NGOs in service
provision and in other spheres where the government’s influence is traditionally
high may as well weaken the state’s position and legitimacy overall (Beer et al.,
2012:329; Batley & Mcloughlin, 2010) as it is less actively involved in direct
actions impacting the population’s well-being. Alternatively, to make the
situation more balanced we should aim to organise relations between NGOs
and the state in such a way that would promote their complementarity (Beer et
al., 2012:330; Evans, 1996) and foster cooperation among them on various
levels. Hypothetical patterns and models of NGO-state relations will be
discussed further.
It is often argued and actively discussed whether maintaining any kind of
relations between non-governmental actors and governmental agencies is of
benefit to either of the sides. Moreover, some NGOs deliberately choose to not
hold any relations with the state for various reasons, one of them being a
necessity by design to keep an independent profile as well as general
precaution from the NGO’s side. For example, Cotter talks about two main
positions apparent in government-NGO relations, which include: (1) the
functionalist perspective that wholly approves such relations; and (2) the
liberationist perspective that calls for a moderate level or no governmental
cooperation (Coston, 1998:360; Cotter, 1988). Therefore, connections between
a certain NGO and the government can vary and differ in each case, depending
on their quality and implications for the parties involved.
Furthermore, J. M. Coston (1998) also denotes the fact that, regardless of the
promising trends the research of NGO-government relations had shown at the
time, a lot of NGOs still stuck to a position of strict autonomy, while at the same
time a large number of governments expressed a considerable level of formal
hostility towards NGOs’ activities (360). This was representative at the end of
the twentieth century, but we should also consider contemporary trends to see if
there has been a noticeable change that would be of significance for our
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research. For instance, Batley and Rose (2011) claim that the belief that
involvement in relations with the government and donors undertaken by NGOs
subdue their activities and make their independent status less obvious is not
accurate. Instead, they suggest that NGOs cooperating with the government in
one way or another naturally change their tactics, maintaining their advocacy
role and at the same time potentially influencing governmental policies by their
usual activities that are more recognisable by the state when there is an
established link between the two sides (Batley & Rose, 2011:236). Likewise, it
can be said that, while some NGOs may knowingly avoid any associations with
official representatives or possible incorporation into the state system of service
delivery, others do not view it as an issue as long as they are able to freely opt
out at any stage.
Turning to typology of such interactions, Coston (1998) presents a model of
eight types of NGO-government relations that are based on recognition of
institutional pluralism from the government’s side (Mcloughlin, 2011:243), which
go as follows:
(1) Repression and (2) rivalry — these two types are usually discussed together
as they both avoid any NGO linkage with governmental agencies, allowing oneway relations with government antagonised as a repressor for the former and a
potential two-way relationship for the latter. Thus, autonomy from the
government remains at the highest level;
(3) Competition — implemented on both political and economic levels, where
NGOs are either seen as spreading undesirable critique of the establishment or
striving for local influence, and at the same time they may contend for foreign
funding or for local donations towards their activities as a service provider. A
high level of resistance to institutional pluralism from the government;
The next five types of relations between NGOs and the government
demonstrate various degrees of acceptance of institutional pluralism from the
state and, hence, more cooperative patterns of interaction in general.
(4) Contracting — defined by Esman (1991) as a ‘reflection of pragmatic
pluralism’, this type of relationship assumes that an NGOs provides services to
clients that are directly patronised by the government; in other words, these
services are paid for by the state, but provided by a non-governmental entity
that could have entered a general competition among other NGOs before
acquiring the status of a service provider. This constitutes a relatively vulnerable
and unfavourable position of an NGO as the government may seek for the
cheapest offers and, even after the contract is established, fail to compensate
for the full cost of the services, or decide to handle a certain service on its own if
an NGO’s proposed expenses rise too high (Coston, 1981:368; Kramer,
1981:153). Moreover, it is noted by Coston (1998) that there is only a certain
level of governance that the state can delegate to NGOs, even though the
services and NGO’s responsibilities are strictly defined by a contract; therefore,
the government would always aim to maintain its regulating role.
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(5) Third-party government — presents a more sophisticated form of contracting
where the government controls resources and defines social objectives or
needs, while NGOs are mainly concerned with meeting these requirements and
performing the rendering of needed services (Coston, 1998:369; Salamon,
1989). One of the biggest advantages of the ‘advanced contracting’ this type of
interaction represents is that NGOs as entities exercising ‘third-party
governance’ maintain a public profile while bypassing bureaucracy that is
usually evident with governmentally provided services. On the other hand, it
also brings competition into service delivery sector that can be beneficial for the
government in terms of cost efficiency (Coston, 1998:369), but undermining for
NGOs that provide high quality of services, and resulting in NGOs having to
seek funding elsewhere;
(6) Cooperation — highlights historicity of cooperation between governmental
and non-governmental sectors and, thus, makes it possible for the two sides to
maintain an equally beneficial interaction, provided some of the essential
preconditions are met. In order for a cooperation to take place, the three
following preconditions should be observed: (a) a free flow of information
between the two sectors that allows each side to be acquainted with the other’s
activities; (b) NGOs abide by the rules set by the government; and (c) state
policy regarding NGO’s functioning remains neutral (Coston, 1998:370);
(7) Complementarity — highly informal relationship where efforts of both NGOs
and the government are combined and exerted simultaneously rather than
separately. Called ‘symbiosis’ by Groenbjerg (1987), this interaction type is
based upon total mutuality, sometimes even exercising practices of ‘mutual
exploitation’ (66). Here, again, in order for complementarity to be achieved,
NGOs must submit to the government’s rules, whereas the government is
expected to fully acknowledge a favourable nature of the policies proposed by
NGOs (Coston, 1998:372). A certain degree of mutual respect should also be
employed where the government does not apply dominative techniques of
influence, and NGOs do not suppress or protest measures taken by the
government — given that the two sides are well informed about each other’s
actions in advance;
(8) Collaboration — often framed as ‘coproduction’, this type of tight cooperation
between NGOs and the government takes into account integrity of each of the
organisations involved, thus, preserving each side’s autonomy, fundamental
values and mission (Coston, 1998:374). It is more formal than complementarity,
but is also a more fragile and nuanced form of interaction, thought by many to
be practically unachievable. (Coston, 1998:361-362, 364-375.)
To bring previously described types together, we will look at levels of
government linkage proposed by Esman and Uphoff (1984) and then ascribe
one to each type, where ‘linkage’ does not necessarily constitute an established
connection. NGO-government linkages can be, thus, situated at the following
five levels: (1) autonomy with no connection or control over an NGO or its funds
from the government (corresponding to the types number 1, 2, 3 from the
typology above); (2) low linkage with little interaction (type 6); (3) moderate
linkage with irregular interaction (type 7); (4) high linkage with established
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reciprocal interaction (types 7 and 8); and (5) direction that presupposes high
reliance on the government and highly restrained interaction (types 4 and 5)
(Coston, 1998:360-362; Esman & Uphoff, 1984).
In contrast, Mcloughlin (2011), having examined a strand of literature on NGOgovernment relations and existing models of their interactions, concludes that
these interactions and linkages should not be seen as rigid as they are highly
likely to develop with time and have features of multiple categories or types of
interactions, as well as sustain relations with the government on different levels
and through various agencies (248).
Finally, regarding such — often unstable — characteristic of NGO’s operation as
funding and how it is kept independent from governmental influence, there are
three ways of how non-governmental actors preserve their fiscal autonomy,
these are: (1) type of funding — including unbound voluntary regular donations,
or subscriptions, as well as individual donors and endowments — that make
NGO-government monetary exchange unnecessary; (2) making sure there are
various types and origins of funding involved in order to reduce risks of losing
connection with one of them; and (3) relying more on sources of funding or
donors that genuinely support the NGO’s ideals so that their interests coincide
with a funder’s rather than are influenced by them (Batley & Rose, 2011:237).
On the other hand, when certain services provided by NGOs are fully or partly
covered by the government, the level of independence they enjoy is determined
by other activities other than service delivery that they organise and whether or
not those are funded separately and, preferably, from a private source.
As for the connections with other NGOs and service providers, it is often done
through national umbrella groups that usually represent an association of
various NGOs within one state that deal with the same target group and/or
share specific goals and values. Umbrella organisations, or associations,
usually promote cooperation between NGOs and maintain links within such a
union of non-governmental organisations by spreading information among its
members, providing various kinds of technical support, being involved in
negotiations with the state on behalf of NGO members, promoting cost-effective
practices (Gilson et al., 1994:19), and sometimes funding individual projects or
newly emerged NGOs’ initial activities.
Umbrella groups may prove to be effective actors especially if inter-NGO
cooperation within such associations is well-established and in case they are
able to maintain equally successful relations with the government representing
collective interests (of a certain umbrella group as a whole) and claims relevant
to their field of expertise. Moreover, Gilson and colleagues (1994) point out that
in some cases umbrella groups can execute some of the roles that are
generally associated with NGO-government relations, such as self-regulation of
member NGOs and distribution of funds between them, either possessed by a
governing body of an association, or contributed by external donors (Gilson et
al., 1994:22). Other ways of inter-NGO interaction may be largely informal, or
semi-formal, for example, if two respective NGOs are involved in the same
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project or both participate in one charity event where they (re)establish links
among themselves and come up with new ideas in the course of informal
discussions.

1.5 Social Inclusion as a Commodity: Professionalization, DeCommodification and Deinstitutionalisation of Treatment and
Services
In the concluding part of the theoretical chapter, we are going to overview three
concepts and associated phenomena that help us to understand the nature of
functioning of non-governmental organisations that are in the focus of this
study, as well as general trends by which their activities can be explained. The
three dimensions of service provision aimed at social inclusion discussed in the
research
paper
are
professionalization,
de-commodification
and
deinstitutionalization.
Each of these concepts presents one aspect of internal characteristics of an
NGO or a context that it is embedded in, and is to be analysed in accordance
with each case’s internal dynamics, where in the centre there will be its current
state as it was captured during the empirical study. Therefore, functionality of
non-governmental organisations and services they provide will be analysed in
relation to the three aforementioned trends, which are to be discussed in more
detail further. In general, the notions of professionalization, de-commodification
and deinstitutionalization all present different responses to the question of
transformation of the ‘old’ welfare states during the neoliberal change and nongovernmental organisations that function within them.
1.5.1 Professionalization
The first concept has to do with professionalization which is understood in the
general framework of this research as a factor that contributes to an increasing
quality of services that are provided by an NGO, and whether these services
are delivered by qualified specialists or, on the contrary, by unqualified workers
or volunteers. Therefore, a trajectory of an NGO’s ‘professional’ development
can be described by the trends evident within it, referring to a number of paid
specialists and unpaid volunteers working for an organisation.
To begin with, J. Evetts describes professionalization in its primary sense as a
sequence of various kinds of developmental processes, social and historical,
that, on the one hand, depict how certain kinds of work by some consequences
can turn into an occupation and, on the other hand, how specific occupations
attain different types of ‘occupational control’, sometimes framed as
professional (Evetts, 1999:120). That is, the concept is focused on the process
of how not conventionally qualified ‘work’, or labour, can be developed as a
professional activity, achieved either by a newer categorisation of occupation in
a given field, or by institutionalization of formal qualifications that were earlier
represented only by practical skills developed in the course of informal voluntary
or unqualified paid work.
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Our focus is, however, on how NGOs, often starting as grass-roots movements,
develop into a provider of professional services for a specific target group where
such services might not have been available before. To make their activities
more professionally sound, NGOs or other actors may train their staff members
that were not formally educated in a particular field before, or hire experienced
specialists with comprehensive qualifications. As for the official agents and
institutions in charge of professionalization, Evetts distinguishes between
professional associations, states and universities that enforce specific rules and
regulations as to what activity or acquired skills can be considered ‘professional’
and, thus, be awarded formal evidences of qualification (Evetts, 1999, 121).
What is more, as a process of professionalization within NGOs is seen to be
largely inter-professional and usually occurring between different health and
welfare groups, comprised of various professional occupations, which makes it
important to envisage it as not limited to one uniform pattern and usually
accomplished in divergent ways (Evetts, 1999:122).
Furthermore, Iarskaia-Smirnova and Romanov (2002) view professionalization
through a lens of social work that is either done by qualified professionals or by
under-qualified, voluntary or not, workers. Thus, they characterise a situation in
one Russian city where there was a substantial network of various social
service providers, both governmental and non-governmental, while at the same
time a majority of employees of these social service agencies were underqualified or lacking a formal evidence of a usually necessary qualification to
perform this kind of work (Iarskaia-Smirnova & Romanov, 2002:125). In
addition, it is noted that one of the fundamental barriers to the establishment of
social services in Russia and associated professionalization was a considerable
lack of professional knowledge and skills (127), which could only be developed
through more intensive communication within an existing community of
practitioners and educational institutions involved in the formal
professionalization in the field by making necessary training available to more
people.
Alternatively, other organisations providing special services to a particular
population group may choose to hire only highly qualified specialists, with no
reliance on volunteer or other unpaid or unqualified work, as it can be
considered inefficient. Again, different pathways of NGOs’ development
principally depend on its existing resources and established patterns of service
provision. Indeed, one of the downfalls of professionalization is that it has a risk
of negatively impacting existing activism in a field a certain NGO, or other kind
of organisation, is involved in and extending the gap between service
specialists/professionals and service users (Reeser & Epstein, 1996:104;
Iarskaia-Smirnova & Romanov, 2002:133), which can be problematic in
instances where, apart from effective services, informal support and interaction
between NGOs’ workers and clients is valued and informally expected.
Next, Clark and Michuki (2009) analyse the concept of professionalization
through women’s position in the labour market of Jordan that makes them,
despite being highly qualified in various fields, seek career opportunities in the
NGO sector that appears to be more liberal than other organisations embedded
in the generally fundamentalist culture of the country. Here, professionalization
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is approached as a process where different subject matters and problems are
handled by individuals with relevant expert knowledge, experience and training,
instead of employees that were chosen based only on their activism in a certain
field or involvement in an organisation’s matters (Martens, 2006:21; Clark &
Michuki, 2009). It is also argued that such specialisation and linked
professionalization of an NGO’s activities may result in the development of a
stronger hierarchy within it (Clark & Michuki, 2009:330), which is not always
beneficial for NGOs where employees’ motivation is to a great extent based on
‘missionary’ character of work they are involved in daily.
Finally, E. James (2015), discussing positive and negative sides of
professionalization of humanitarian NGOs, suggests a model of understanding
this process, which is comprised of the following elements, or criteria: (1)
specialisation of relevant knowledge, where more emphasis is put on formal
training and education available, as well as academic publications and onetheme journals of a specific field; (2) emergence of a profession as a ‘livelihood’
with established salaries and career prospects; (3) general organisation and
institutionalization within a community in the form of associations, conferences,
seminars, as well as other cooperation practices; and (4) formation of specific
codes and standards of professional practice that enforce its legitimacy and
authority (202-203). In connection to that, James also urges to distinguish
professionalization from such semi- or unprofessional ‘semblances’ as
occupation, volunteerism and a hobby (James, 2015:195). However, various
elements of occupation, professionalism and volunteerism can often coexist,
especially in a newly formed NGO that is still largely oriented towards its
fundamental values and beliefs.
To conclude, the same trends as described previously could be observed in the
non-governmental organisations that we have studied: although the main
activities performed by NGOs aimed at people with Autism Spectrum Disorder
involve participation of specialists from various fields, in some instances
including social workers, but not confined to them, some services are delivered
by employees with no special formal education. However, as it was mentioned
before, it does not always mean that an unqualified employee of an NGO lacks
necessary knowledge or skills; on the contrary, they may have had a long
practical experience of interaction with people with ASD, which may make them
suitable for a specific working position in the field.
1.5.2 De-commodification
The next concept is de-commodification, a notion originally suggested by G.
Esping-Andersen (1990) in his well-known work on welfare state regimes,
where he discusses three models of ‘welfare capitalism’ and corresponding
types of welfare states. De-commodification is thus a process which makes
social policies and goods guaranteed by them more accessible, while they are
also characterised by long duration of state allowances, high income
alternatives and wide availability of other allowances that are jointly placed into
three categories: needs-based, work-based and universal flat rate (Esping-
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Andersen, 1990:49; Standing, 1991:72). De-commodification can also be seen
as a strategy of sustainable consumption of common resources that is bound to
strengthen citizens’ rights, rather than promote statism and dependence on it.
To start with, we will have a closer look at three welfare state regimes as
presented by Esping-Andersen (1990). He describes various forms of state
protection — social assistance, social insurance and so-called ‘Beveridge-type’
citizens’ benefit — and then provides a description of three ‘ideal types’ of
welfare states, which include: (1) a liberal welfare state that is based on meanstested assistance (represented by the USA, Australia and Canada); (2) a
corporatist welfare state where citizens’ rights are based on their social status
and class (features of this welfare regime were observed in Austria, France,
Italy and Germany); and, finally, (3) a social democratic welfare state that is
considered to be the least represented in practice, but appears to be the most
beneficial to individuals (although not directly pointed out in Esping-Andersen’s
work to which states this ‘idealistic’ model might apply, we might assume it is
strongly connected with Scandinavian countries) (Esping-Andersen, 1990:27).
The third model, thus, is considered the most advantageous for people’s
general well-being and welfare, while one other important feature of the social
democratic welfare state is its promotion of equality on all levels of social life.
Moreover, the author highlights the emergence of ‘the new middle classes’ that
presumably would incorporate all ‘old’ lower social classes, as well as eliminate
the gap between the poor and the wealthy by giving everyone equal rights and
the same level of social protection from the state (Esping-Andersen, 1990:2728). On the other hand, this welfare type makes citizens highly dependent on
the welfare state and benefits that are distributed within it, at the same time
creating a sense of quasi solidarity among them: everyone pays taxes if in
employment, everyone is cared for by the state, everyone conforms. What is
more, the social democratic welfare state regime is strictly conditioned by the
level of employment within the population as it requires high costs for it to be
fully functional, which can only be attained if most people are working, and if
only a minority is reliant on social benefits (Esping-Andersen, 1990:28), which in
practice, again, often does not prove to be the case.
Turning to the phenomenon of de-commodification, it is defined by EspingAndersen as a level to which individuals, or families, can maintain a ‘socially
acceptable standard of living’, regardless of their employment status, or, as the
author puts it, ‘independently of market participation’ (Esping-Andersen, 1990:
37). Therefore, the core notion of de-commodification is ‘unmaking’ of labour as
a commodity because labour is provided by individuals, and they are not to be
sold or marketed as any other goods. In this way, de-commodification is after
making workers less dependent and less reliant on the market by providing
them with more rights and opportunities outside of employment, usually through
further de-commodification of social services and benefits.
In addition, Esping-Andersen refers to various dimensions of decommodification and corresponding sets of ‘rules’ that are crucial in making it
work, which go as follows: (1) access to benefits; (2) levels of income
replacement; (3) a range of entitlements (Esping-Andersen, 1990:47). On the
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other hand, his theorisation of welfare states and de-commodification is also
harshly criticised for being primarily focused on the state’s role in providing
social support and services necessary for well-being of people. What is more,
voluntary and charity associations’ role, including non-governmental, ‘thirdsector’ organisations as a major cluster of those, is totally overlooked, despite
them often being more effective in reaching the same goal set by the
government (Mezentseva, 2012:195). Instead, it is argued that one of the
important actors of both formal and informal service provision, such as nongovernmental organisations, should have been taken into account when
analysing how certain support and services enhancing individuals’ well-being
are de-commodified. Besides, Mezentseva (2002) also criticises EspringAndersen’s typology of welfare states for leaving out a position of individual
family members, and women, in particular, from discussion of the relationship
between the state, the market and individuals affected by it (194), as in many
instances, especially in the non-Scandinavian context, women gain access to
social security systems almost chiefly as a consequence of forming a family or
caring after a child.
To illustrate, C. Bambra (2005) examines the phenomenon of decommodification through a system of ‘cash versus services’ arrangements done
by some welfare states, comparing levels of de-commodification in both
instances of provision of either material allowances or specific services in the
area of healthcare. Accordingly, importance of services provided or paid for by
the state is highlighted, as compared to relief payments that are not always
equivalent in actual value to services. In general, while Esping-Andersen
primarily focuses on cash benefits that are available to citizens of a certain
welfare state, Bambra calls for consideration of service delivery that is also
done by the state (i.e., education, healthcare and other services of social
assistance) (Bambra, 2005:200), as well as by other non-governmental actors,
which are the primary focus of our analysis. Both actors, the state and nongovernmental organisations, in various circumstances and to a varying degree,
contribute to de-commodification of the aforementioned services and, thus, wellbeing of people, or, if we can extrapolate further, to social inclusion of those
who are less privileged or ‘capable’.
Altogether, it is not only labour and relative freedom that comes from
participation in the market which can be de-commodified, but also the overall
well-being and flourishing of an individual, when everyone is given equal
opportunities and resources. Hence, people’s capabilities are enhanced, and
those who are less capable than others by birth or life circumstances (the poor,
the disabled, the elderly, and so on) are to be supported more intensely.
1.5.3 Deinstitutionalization
The last concept deals with a phenomenon of deinstitutionalization, which can
be described as transformation of the old traditional system of certain
institutions that were executing specific roles in a society, or an attempt to come
up with new, more progressive practices in order to challenge often outdated
methods that the established institutions employ; and in connection to the case
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studies discussed in this paper it means transformation of a traditional system
and treatment paths of people with a certain disability when older, closed
medical institutions are being devaluated and, instead, alternative, individualoriented treatment is offered.
To get to the core of the issue, over 40 years ago Bassuk and Gerson (1978)
conceptualised deinstitutionalization in relation to delivery of mental health
services and an overall attitude of the public to mental health patients. They
argue that, while a number of people dwelling in mental hospitals had
decreased by two-thirds in the US in the 1970s, a proposed alternative of
‘rehabilitation in community of one’s own people’ was still to be operationalised
and more thoroughly planned as there was still no clear understanding of how it
was to be done (Bassuk & Gerson, 1978:46). Community-based treatment, as it
is referred to by the authors, denotes alternative means of treatment of
outpatients with a “humane” approach, while at the same time a belief that
certain mental illnesses can be cured or altered was still widespread (Bassuk &
Gerson, 1978:48). Overall, in case of ongoing deinstitutionalization of a system,
other alternative methods of treatment should be considered and elaborated on
for the successful re-integration of those who unexpectedly happen to be out of
enclosed institutional environment with no guidance and support from the
outside.
Furthermore, Buell and Minnes (2006) look at the process of
deinstitutionalization and how it impacts the lives and perception of people with
developmental disabilities through a conceptual framework of normalization,
which implies that those persons’ special traits and needs as well as
behavioural patterns are to be seen in the light of acculturation theory (10).
Hence, people with developmental disabilities should be considered a distinct,
quasi ‘cultural’ group, whose existent needs and special features should be
respected in the same way as those of any other cultural group, while at the
same time an effort should be taken in order for this group to be integrated into
society, enjoying the same rights and freedoms as everyone else. Indeed,
people with Autism Spectrum Disorder can be looked upon as such ‘cultural’
(sub)group per se, where the goal of corresponding service delivery is
essentially to make them more integrated, or acculturated into the mainstream
culture in general, at the same time bearing in mind their peculiarities and
needs. On the whole, service delivery for persons with developmental
disabilities is demarcated as ‘cultural contact’ (Buell & Minnes, 2006), where
integration is not a set goal – it focuses more on recognition of that group’s
unchangeable characteristics; however, it would be beneficial to merge
normalisation aimed at integration and acculturation approaches together,
which is often practiced by NGOs.
Next, G. Eyal (2013) explores the concepts of ‘expert’ and ‘expertise’ in the field
of knowledge about Autism Spectrum Disorder and presents an overview of
how the situation of people with ASD, who were often placed in mental hospitals
and asylums along with other psychiatric patients, has changed as an outcome
of deinstitutionalization. In this way, he debates that an older clinical network
was transformed and its various functions fell on the shoulders of many other
actors instead, from parents and special education teachers to psychologists,
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therapists, community workers and other specialists who represented individual
but not universal experts (Eyal, 2013:888). At the same time, people with ASD
were not to be ‘cured’ or socially ‘rehabilitated’, but they were to be ‘habilitated’
instead, with an emphasis on support, not institutional coercion; simultaneously,
however, deinstitutionalization brought about the focus on one’s family, guided
and helped by support services and specialists, as the centre of the lives of
people with disabilities (Eyal, 2013:889), which has a potential of them being
confined to one’s family’s life-long guardianship, but at the same time provides
this group with a source of essential socialisation.
Finally, Eyal (2013) identifies two fundamental consequences of
deinstitutionalization of ASD and related treatment that we observe today: the
first deal with transformation of autism as a syndrome with ‘cardinal symptoms’
to a set, or a spectrum, of traits of ‘autistic behaviour’ that could be identified
individually and lead to a diagnosis when observed in certain variations; and the
second outcome of deinstitutionalization, accordingly, relates to autism being
viewed as a ‘wide spectrum of social and communicative deficits’, instead of
seeing it as a an uncommon ‘illness’ (894).
When analysing the case studies conducted in the course of this research
paper, we will be primarily focusing on the three main approaches to
understanding social inclusion — capability approach, integrative approach and
social capital. Moreover, we will be viewing non-governmental organisations as
essential service providers, which, by providing various forms of support to
vulnerable social groups, facilitate social inclusion among them, creating ‘real
utopias’ of a kind, which can be understood as the rise of individual ability of
meaningful action as well as a citizen’s right supported by different groups.
Later, NGOs’ relations with the government and other organisations will be
discussed, as well as to what extent the trends of professionalization, decommodification and deinstitutionalization are evident and relevant in each of
the NGOs’ activities.
The aim of the next two chapters is to present case studies of the two nongovernmental organisations which to varying extent provide services and
support for people with Autism Spectrum Disorder, and to identify how both
these organisations frame the meaning behind social inclusion, which means
and activities towards promoting social inclusion they offer and implement, and
how their external relations with the government and other non-governmental,
non-profit organisations and other institutions are constructed. Later, the two
case studies will be compared to each other using the previously mentioned
elements.
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Chapter 2. The Finnish Case: ‘Autism Foundation Finland’
(‘Autismisäätiö’, Helsinki)
The aim of the following chapter is to present the first case study and provide a
detailed description of the organisation in question and its activities and
services, as well as to present the ways in which social inclusion is understood
by the NGO and its individual members, and then elaborate on the means and
services that are aimed at promoting social inclusion of people with ASD. Last
but not least, the NGO’s relations with the government and other organisations
will be considered. The first of the two cases I have studied for my paper is a
Finnish non-governmental organisation that provides various services for
people with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) nationwide, acts as an advocate
for their rights, and does autism-related research; that is, Autism Foundation
Finland. Their services and activities include work training, study support, day
activity centres, supported/independent living in group houses/apartments,
supported employment placement, healthcare and therapy sessions, as well as
promotion of autism-related research and the foundation’s own development.

2.1 Data Collection Process
I conducted 7 in-depth interviews with staff members of Autism Foundation
Finland who are responsible for different areas of its activities. Beside
interviews, I was visiting the organisation’s units in Helsinki and Vantaa that
included day activity centres, housing units, work training facilities, as well as
the foundation’s own art gallery, where I was trying to grasp as much
information and first-hand experience as possible and mainly relied on making
field notes as in the method of participant observation. As a result of the latter, I
also carried out 3 observations at different locations, during which I was making
elaborate notes that constituted a crucial part of the data collected. During both
interviews and observations, I aimed to get a more thorough picture of how
social inclusion is understood by the organisation, and which tools and methods
are applied on the way to achieving its main goal – better life and greater social
participation of people with Autism Spectrum Disorder.
Some of the central questions that I intended to answer included relations of the
non-governmental organisation with municipal and regional authorities, funding
procedure, implementation of different services and projects, as well as each
interviewee’s own aspirations, responsibilities and vision of social inclusion.
Overall, the interview guide consisted of 5 main sections, including introductory
and concluding questions, with others dealing with ‘History and objectives of the
NGO’, ‘Person’s own position and responsibilities within the organisation’, and
‘Social inclusion’ (see Appendix 2). Each interview lasted from 43 minutes to 1
hour and 17 minutes. All interviews were conducted in English. General
information regarding each of the interviewees’ background is presented in
Appendix 1 of this paper. When referring to viewpoints or quotes from the
interviews, I put an ordinal number of the informant in parentheses.
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Getting access to the field

I first heard about Autism Foundation’s (Finland) activities in 2016 when I
originally got introduced to the general framework of how people with special
needs in Finland, and people with autism specifically, are supported by both
governmental and non-profit agencies. In the autumn of 2018, I contacted
Autism Foundation Finland (Autismisäätiö) by their general organisational email,
expressing my intention to conduct a part of my empirical research at their
premises. Subsequently, I received a response from the foundation’s director of
developmental activities, which stated that they would be happy to help me with
my study and generally support my project. Since then I had been in continuous
contact with the foundation’s representatives, discussing all details of my
inquiry, organising interviews and visits to various units of Autism Foundation
Finland. Overall, all stages of fieldwork and data collection, including interviews
and observations, were carried out in the period from late September to early
December of 2018.

2.2 Description of the Organisation
Autism Foundation Finland was founded in 1998 by Pentti Keynäs with the help
of the Finnish Autism Association and families with autistic children and adults,
whereas its services were developed and started functioning regularly later in
2000. Thus, it can be considered to initially have been a civic, grass-roots
initiative of people who were closely connected with the theme of autism or had
relatives/significant others on the spectrum; in this way, the organisation had
emerged as a self-help group, first focusing on people who knew each other
well, and then gradually expanding and growing to be a service provider for a
wider public.
Now, Autism Foundation Finland has offices in Helsinki (headquarters), Espoo,
Vantaa, Seinäjoki, Kotka and Tampere, as well as 18 housing, day activities
and work training facilities in various parts of Finland. There are about 350 staff
members working at the organisation, including both administrative staff and
service workers, and there are approximately 1500 people receiving the
services. An estimate staffing (client-to-worker) ratio is, hence, 4 clients per one
worker, meaning that one staff member, regardless of their area of
specialisation, would have to communicate with at least several service users
on a daily basis.
Mission
According to the organisation’s website and the data gathered during the
interviews and observations, Autism Foundation’s mission is personal success
and inclusion of people with Autism Spectrum Disorder, whereas its
fundamental vision is to become an internationally recognised leader in
supporting independent and productive life of people with ASD. The
foundation’s values include social participation, well-being and effectiveness.
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The mission of Autism Foundation has been described by its staff members as
to make it possible for people with ASD to ‘become a part of the society’ (2). At
the same time, it is emphasised that they should not be encouraged to be ‘the
same as neurotypicals’ (2), i.e., people with typically developing behavioural or
thought patterns (a term that is widely used in the community that deals with
ASD-related issues). This stance calls for normalisation of autistic behaviour
and further acceptance from the society’s side, rather than for individuals’
adaptation to socially accepted norms of behaviour. A notion of living ‘a fulfilling,
productive life as a part of the community’ has also been a common narrative in
the conducted interviews, although we should look more into what a ‘fulfilling
life’ might mean and whether it is connected to the idea of social inclusion.
Further, other informants pointed out the importance of practical matters when it
comes to social interactions and everyday life matters, trying to accommodate
people with ASD to societal structure in a way, and at the same time to allow
them to be themselves, which does not hurt anyone involved. A great stress is,
again, on the services that are provided: ‘We just try to give as good services as
we can to our clients. They’re autistic and, and we’re doing everything to let
them do what they like’ (6); ‘The mission of Autism Foundation is to provide high
quality specialised services for people on the autism spectrum’ (7). Hence, an
attitude of acceptance and social accommodation is prevalent on the
foundation’s agenda, as well as the focus on service provision remains one of
its prominent characteristics.
When talking about their personal or professional mission, some of the
informants expressed a high level of motivation and a feeling of purpose in their
work: ‘I have found my professional mission in that way that I’ve liked to work
with the autistic persons, and I’ve liked my work in that way. […] It’s not very
easy all the time, but I’ve found it very interesting. I found my work very
interesting, and I find also that it’s important. It has been the biggest mission’
(3). Another informant expressed their concern with social attitudes towards
people with ASD as being a financial burden to the society and being
unintelligent, which does not constitute an objective image of this group: ‘I
would like to change the public opinion to make the public realise that there is
an enormous amount of talent and potential, and positive things. For example,
at the workplace it would be of great value to several organisations if they had
people who can think from another perspective’ (4). Accordingly, one of the
foundation’s own objectives is cooperation with employment services and
employers themselves to increase the level of awareness of Autism Spectrum
Disorder among them and to make it easier for people with ASD to find their
place in the labour market.
Legal status
Autism Foundation Finland is a foundation, activities of which in Finland are
strictly determined by a set of the foundation’s rules that, in turn, should be
agreed upon with the government. Unlike, for example, associations,
foundations under the Finnish law should be non-profit only in order to obtain
certain tax benefits (Council of Finnish Foundations, n.d.). Autism Foundation
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Concern consists of Autism Foundation itself and Autism Foundation’s Real
Estates Ltd, where the latter is fully owned by the foundation, which represents
the organisation’s independent status. Autism Foundation is also a member of
Values Association (Arvo-liitto) that supports social enterprises and Finnish
Work Association (Suomalaisen Työn Liitto).
One of the founding rules of Autism Foundation is that their primary purpose is
to provide services for people with diverse neurological characteristics, namely
people with ASD. The foundation’s role as a service provider has been often
highlighted in the interviews, while certain features of the NGO’s functioning
were attributed to a set of regulations of its standard operations approved by the
government. The second important feature is that the organisation is completely
non-profit, whereas any surplus in its finances goes back directly to its fund.
What is more, the NGO as a non-profit foundation is subject to tax exemptions
that allows it to spend more resources on improvement of its services and,
where applicable, on other side- or developmental projects that cover the scope
of the organisation’s interests and competences.
Altogether, a role of the NGO as a service provider is seen as pivotal both in the
way how the foundation presents its mission and main objectives, and in how
staff members express their own vision of its goals and tasks.
Structure

Figure 1. Organisational structure of ‘Autism Foundation Finland’ (source: the NGO’s website)
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The administrative authority at the foundation is exercised by a board of
directors (Administration). Figure 1 represents different levels of the
organisational structure, as well as distribution of various service facilities
throughout Finland.
The highest degree of decision-making is, thus, exercised by the foundation’s
board of directors, which is comprised of 6 people, with one of them being the
chair of the board. Managing Director, or CEO, of the NGO is in charge of all of
its operational activities.
History
Before the current organisation was founded, there was a temporary
rehabilitation project launched in 1992 that aimed to provide day activities and
independent living training for people with ASD: ‘It was the first project of that
kind in Finland that took people on the autism spectrum people as a group of
their own. Before that they had been receiving services or doing activities with
other disabled people. There was no difference between them’ (4). The project
was started by families of people with ASD who had been interacting with each
other as members of the Finnish Autism Association, which was initially founded
in the 1980s by families of people with ASD, and it was the first undertaking of
this kind in Finland that primarily targeted young autistic adults. After the project
proved to be successful, it was decided that there was a need for permanent
service provision of this kind. Thus, Autism Foundation was founded in 1998 by
the people from the same initiative group, which included Keynäs family,
Finnish Autism Association and seven other families. The service provision was
established later in 2000, when a foundation status of the non-governmental
organisation was consolidated. Hence, any obtained income was destined to be
automatically returned to Autism Foundation’s own fund, used for further
development of the services and improvement of the staff’s competences. Over
the years, the foundation has grown from operating just one rehabilitation and
day activities unit in Helsinki to having 18 service units in different parts of
Finland.
Funding
An annual turnover of Autism Foundation amounted to 20.9 million EUR for the
year 2018 (Autism Foundation Finland, n.d.), which refers to the costs of the
services and support activities the NGO provides regularly, as well as
temporary projects and collaborations. However, funding of the NGO’s
operations is manifold. In this way, Autism Foundation’s main services, such as
day activities and employment and training services, are covered by the
National Social Insurance Institution of Finland, Kela, that pays for each
individual’s time and specific services received at the organisation, which, in
turn, acts as a service provider. In particular, Autism Foundation’s employment
services are provided in close cooperation with Kela, which acts as a main
funding body, as well as Public employment and business services
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(TE-palvelut), which is another governmental agency supporting the NGO both
on a regular and project basis. The latter institution is also responsible for
covering costs of health, occupational and other services in some cases.
Another source of financing is presented by STEA, which is the Funding Centre
for Social Welfare and Health Organisations, and it primarily provides finances
for individual projects and housing unit maintenance, as well as for establishing
new housing facilities. Interestingly, STEA’s funds come directly from Veikkaus
Oy’s [Finnish national gambling company] income that consists of the profit
made from all the gambling games in Finland as they are monopolised by one
state actor, and most of their profits are used in the fields of social welfare and
health, culture and sport, and other socially beneficial industries, accordingly.
However, there is an ever growing competition for STEA’s grants among
service providers, and it is decided solely by their own criteria which
undertakings are to be supported. For instance, Autism Foundation has sought
about 4.9 million EUR for its projects in the last three years, but only managed
to acquire 1.8 million EUR out of STEA’s finances, which corresponds to 7
approved projects out of 14 grant applications since 2017 that they had filled in
(STEA, n.d.).
Strikingly, the proposals that dealt with children and young people, as well as
with the matters of employment of the NGO’s clients within the organisation as
a part of their daytime activities and housing, were primarily accepted. On the
other hand, the projects that focused on a wider target group than just service
users of the NGO or included general scientific research in the field of autism
were more likely to be dismissed. This can be explained, in part, by STEA’s
cost-efficiency and project transparency policy, which is not easily established if
there is a potentially innovative research to be conducted. For example, a
drama group’s funding was once compromised because of unsuccessful grant
applications, even when these kinds of grants were received in the past (6),
which makes some of the organisation’s semi-regular activities dependent on
extra funding.
It was also mentioned in one of the interviews that a maximum amount of funds
that can be routinely spent on one client is estimated to be 300 EUR per day,
which equals to what government would pay for one-day services for one
person (2). Fulfillment of additional needs of a client would require surplus funds
which are not always available for free use of the organisation, so it might mean
developing an individual treatment plan for that person where all of his or her
needs are met correspondingly.
2.2.1 Understanding of social inclusion by the NGO
Social inclusion of people with ASD is commonly understood by the NGO as
being a part of the society, or a certain community, local or otherwise, and
having a ‘normal, fulfilling life’: ‘To be a part of the community is that you have a
possibility, and a right, a chance to do stuff that all people do. To be a worker, to
have a job, to go to school and educate yourself’ (2); ‘I guess social inclusion is
a part of a well-balanced life of a person. If you are not socially included, we
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know that it might even have physical downsides. It affects your well-being’ (3).
The narrative of a common life like everyone else has is strong here, although it
is not always clear what exactly this paper encompasses.
In the same way, the NGO’s mission and fundamental goal was described on its
website as ‘to allow autistic people to live a fulfilling life like everyone else. A
kind, similar everyday life’ (Autism Foundation Finland, n.d.), where the notion
of ‘fulfilling’ plays an integral role in apprehending what attitudes regarding
‘inclusion’ are broadcasted on an organisational level, or how, alternatively, the
NGO’s main goal is represented to the public. This exemplifies an approach to
social inclusion as a set of certain capabilities as well as a particular level of
civic engagement that is implemented either through employment or
participation in the community life.
Next, some informants, when referring to the organisation’s agenda, stressed
the significance of services provided by the NGO and expressed the idea of
these services as not being ‘ends in themselves’, but rather presenting a means
to encourage an individual’s independence: ‘The goal is not to provide services
till a person dies, but to provide them so they can function independently in the
society’ (2) Therefore, it can be linked to the idea of enhancing an individual’s
functionings in order to make him or her more capable and allow a level of
quality of capabilities they exercise to be at the same level as the society’s
average, by both addressing their special needs and, where applicable, making
related social arrangements, some of which will be discussed in the next section
of this sub-chapter.
Furthermore, some informants expressed a view on social inclusion of
individuals with ASD as having to do with facilitation of social interactions of a
person — whether it is just one’s family or a wider group of peers. Hence, a
social dimension of their lives and relationships is strongly emphasised and is to
be positively impacted by expanding their social ties, either through meeting
new people or maintaining ‘meaningful’ connections with old friends and family,
or taking up new pastimes: ‘We are supporting their relationships with their
family members, and we are trying to give them possibilities to find new mates
and friends, and new hobbies, and new communities that they get involved with;
and to find and bring meaningful activities to their lives’ (3); ‘From my
perspective, doing things with your peers, in this case meaning other people
with autism, of course. That is very important to get the feeling that you’re not
alone, and there are, like, other people to who you are somehow, maybe,
similar. […] I really think that just being there, having a place, is important” (6).
The element of ‘meaningfulness’ is another idea that is placed between an
individual’s own subjective well-being and their position in a society, whether it
has to do with some real contribution to the ‘common good’ through work, or
maintaining social connections in general.
Moreover, the need to not only accommodate and enhance individuals with
ASD needs and capabilities, but also to educate the public and spread
awareness about autism overall was underlined by most of the interviewees.
For instance, it was noted that there should be a greater level of accessibility for
people with ASD in the society, as opposed to them trying to ‘fit in’: ‘The society
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needs to adjust itself to be more accessible for bigger variety of people, the
people should not be forced to try to adjust themselves’ (7); while at the same
time a lack of professional and practical knowledge on ASD in the institutional
setting was pointed out: ‘…In our kindergartens, in schools, in the health care
systems, we have a really low knowledge about autism overall. So, this could
be the key to social inclusion — make knowledge about autism better on every
level’ (6). Another important theme associated with a wider social life of people
with ASD and how they are perceived in the society is connected to ‘creating a
balance’ between people with ASD and everyone else by continuing to inform
the public, but also by bringing people together in the common space or
environment: ‘I think that you should face this society, you should definitely talk
more about the way how autistic people think’ (6); ‘About the main elements of
being included, or, like, creating a balance between people with autism and
others. Being with people, first, and employment to some extent, and then being
socially involved and being a part of some smaller community or a bigger team’
(3).
The idea of being employed or having some kind of a ‘regular meaningful
activity’ to engage in as one of the prerequisites of being socially included has
been evident to some extent throughout all the collected narratives. On the
whole, an emphasis on employment is strong, and it can be both
accommodating and stressful for people with ASD to be expected to find a
stable workplace, as they might need additional support and help in everyday
matters that cannot always be provided by the majority of employers. For
example, a mere fact of being in employment, however minor or irregular it
might be, is accentuated here: ‘Social inclusion is also, I guess, is that you
should have possibilities to work and, if you are not able to work full time, then
part-time jobs or volunteer-working, or some other projects that you could get
involved in’ (3); ‘As an organisation, it [Autism Foundation] is very workorientated; a successful rehabilitation means finding a job or a place to study for
our clients’ (7); ‘Employment is a main element of social participation, especially
in Finnish culture’ (4). However, it is not always obvious how this desired level
of employment can be achieved from an individual’s side when the society still
bears some prejudices towards people with ASD. Thus, one of the informants
expresses their impression of how people with ASD are perceived in Finland at
the moment: ‘It is probably a rain man. […] And then there have always been
those cases of school murder, things like that. There are like, you know, those
things from magazines where people are somehow connected to autism, which
is like very stupid, from my point of view’ (6).
A notion of individual independence and free choice for people with ASD was
also particularly highlighted by one of the informants, connected with the
concept of ‘accessibility’ which can be very closely linked to the ideas of social
inclusion and maintenance of a certain set of capabilities of individuals with
ASD: ‘We try to support people in all aspects of society. So, you cannot be an
equal member of society if you can’t meet all aspects [requirements] of society.
This is why we’re talking about accessibility. Accessibility means that you
should be able to do ordinary things on your own, without the help of a
guardian. Like going to cafes, restaurants, and night clubs’ (2).
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2.2.2 Means and mechanisms of social inclusion

In the following section the mechanisms of social inclusion will be mainly
attributed to the services that the NGO provides to its target group, which are
chiefly aimed at increasing well-being and social participation of its clients that
correspond to some of the main elements of social inclusion as they were
expressed in the previous sections of the chapter. Therefore, we will first look at
general ideas expressed by the informants about what means and mechanisms
are to be applied to make people with ASD generally more included. Then, in
Chapter 4 we will provide an overview of those services delivered by both
studied NGOs that incorporate the elements and notions about social inclusion
each of them deems important.
The role of the NGO as a service provider has been strongly emphasised by the
majority of informants, as well as the individual nature of service provision
because every client’s needs are to be considered separately as the spectrum
of autism is wide and comprehensive: ‘[We are] A service provider. And our
main aim is to produce that sort of services that would give help too.[…] And
every person, every autistic person is an individual in that sense: they all need
this special base of support’ (3); ‘We are, of course, primarily, a service
provider, but we do some advocacy work. And our idea is to provide those
services with autistic people in mind’ (2). As follows, the advocacy function of
the organisation, which is generally considered a crucial part of activities of
most NGOs, is presented only as a background practice, while the main focus is
on the service operations.
Moreover, one of the main principles of work expressed by one of the
informants is involvement in group actions or assignments that help people with
ASD to improve social skills while communicating with their peers and nonautistic people that are also involved in service delivery. For instance, an
organiser of the foundation’s drama group points out the significance of social
skills and communication coaching, which also delineates one of the NGO’s
major subject matters in overall service provision ‘We always work as a group…
[…] And when you’re in a group, that’s easier and that comes in naturally when
you have to work together. So, this is usually that the weakest part of people
with autism is, like social communication, it’s usually a struggle’ (6).
On the other hand, the individualised nature of provided services was paid
attention to by the majority of the staff members, with one person especially
stressing the importance of identifying clients’ strengths when preparing their
personal service packages: ‘One of the basic principles of our work here is that
we are trying to find pleasant activities and very suitable activities for our
customers making their lives more diverse, [showing] that there are different
fields where they can have their social connections. Various jobs, hobbies, free
time activities in which they may find their strengths’ (3). In this way, the NGO
acts as a guide for individuals with ASD to social and working life, providing
support where needed, and enhancing a person’s functionings. However,
finding the right way to support a certain individual can also be an extremely
sensitive task to accomplish as special needs and inherent (in)capabilities of
every individual should be taken into consideration as well: ‘But social inclusion
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is more like walking on a trampoline, when you’re trying to find right ways of
supporting your ASD customer in the social field. It is a bit like balancing
between their need for resting time and the advantages that you can get from
social activities’ (3).
As for the developmental and research activities, which are usually carried out
through secondary projects when there are sufficient funding or grants
available, as noted by one of the informants, they start to take a lower position
on the NGO’s agenda which can be explained by current project funding
situation. Therefore, the focus is relocated almost entirely on the service
delivery: ‘We know that we will be more involved with the service units of the
foundation. And the main aim now, of course, is that the planners will be there
to help them [service units’ staff] in various questions, help them to keep better
services for people with ASD and to plan the things that the units do for their
everyday life. So, we will be helping our own units’ (3). Apparently, there have
been recent shifts in the organisation’s priorities, which are not to be speculated
about in the course of this paper. It can only be assumed that the service
operations have been in the centre of the NGO’s activities since its initial
established at the beginning of the century.
Accordingly, the general list of services Autism Foundation Finland provides to
its clients, which can be divided in four main categories, goes as follows:
1. Guidance and coaching services: rehabilitative work activities and practical
work training; which include inclusive daytime activities, employment-enhancing
activity/work activity, neuropsychiatric coaching, family coaching and group
coaching, professional rehabilitation for employment;
These services are aimed at promoting and maintaining skills that promote the
NGO’s service users functional ability and enhance the quality of their daily
lives. Moreover, these services also target the foundation’s clients working
capabilities and future engagement in employment (Seppälä, 2017:25). One of
the staff members involved in designing employment services mentioned a
positive psychology approach which is actively applied in a range of the NGO’s
services: ‘Every client has a lot of abilities and skills and positive things in their
lives, but at the moment they do not see those positive things. So, our main
target is to provide a possibility that that the positive attitude in clients can grow
and make a client go forward in their life, for example, in employment or studies.
[…] Negative thoughts might result in them not succeeding in their lives, and our
main target is to change the negative thoughts into positive’ (5). Again, it targets
an individual’s capabilities which are affected because of there being a certain
‘label’ of disability attached to one’s way of thinking, which is thought to be
subject to change by the NGO’s intervention.
Another informant described day activities and arts workshops that they are
working at in the following way: ‘The clients are respected, and the community
is healthy: the workers and the clients generally enjoy their time here. A healthy,
equal atmosphere here is the key to respectful and successful mentoring of our
clients’ (7).
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2. Housing services: permanent housing (either in shared or personal
apartments, or residential homes), supported housing (where a degree of
received support varies from assistance and support to very intensively
supported housing), preparation and coaching for independent living;
Housing presents one of the crucial services and prerequisites of individual
independence of people with ASD. There are at the moment 11 housing
facilities owned by Autism Foundation that provides various degrees of
assistance and support to its clients. The housing services are primarily aimed
at supporting an individual’s independent work and study skills in a ‘real-life’
environment (Seppälä, 2017:25).
3. Rehabilitation and therapy services: sexual counselling and therapy,
occupational therapy, psychological and neurological services, as well as
associated research activities;
4. Other services and activities: horse-riding and animal-assisted coaching;
drama and music groups, and other creative activities; public events and
lectures given by staff of Autism Foundation on various occasions.
Some of the events that are organised by Autism Foundation or in which the
NGO takes part chiefly deal with spreading awareness about ASD. Some
informants also mentioned being involved in these kinds of events that are
aimed at the public and have a goal of informing people about autism in
general, which can be extra beneficial for social inclusion of people with ASD as
it is often shaped by existing social attitudes in a society: ‘I lecture usually once
or twice a month, outside the foundation. And I sometimes do public speeches,
[…] and stuff like that’ (2); ‘I gave lectures and provided counselling, for
example, in schools. It’s very important to do that in schools. They get more
information about autism. And I also give lectures and counselling in
employment offices and other organisations’ (5).
There are also some temporary and situational projects coordinated by the
foundation, such as improving employability of disabled women and people with
neuropsychiatric diagnoses in general, accessible childhood, legal security and
rehabilitation projects, and so on. One of such projects was done in cooperation
with Kela and was aimed at promoting employment participation of individuals
with ASD. The projects accommodated approximately 41 service users that
have been having individual work training and coaching meetings for 2 years,
with more than 30 meetings in the first 1.5 years and just a few sessions in the
last 6 months (4).
2.2.3 External relations of the NGO
External relations of the NGO reflect to what extent it is embedded in the state
aid system and how it manages cooperation with other non-governmental or
commercial entities.
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As a service provider, Autism Foundation maintains connections with several
governmental entities that primarily purchase its services in the healthcare and
employment sectors. These governmental actors include municipal social and
healthcare services, employment services administration (TE-palvelut), Kela
(Social Insurance Institution of Finland), child welfare services, as well as other
insurance companies (Seppälä et al., 2017:10). Principally, the costs of the
services are covered for by the aforementioned agents, however in some cases
clients themselves pay for them.
Furthermore, the NGO also maintains relations with the government through
annual grant applications that are primarily sent to the Funding Centre for Social
Welfare and Health Organisations (STEA), which was discussed earlier in
relation to overall funding matters of the organisation. However, Autism
Foundation does not always get all the proposed grants that they apply for,
which results in the NGO seeking funding elsewhere or suspending a project
until a better opportunity comes along.
It should also be mentioned that in recent years there have been substantial
changes in Finland regarding social policies and service delivery legislation, one
of them being ‘Sote’, the social welfare and healthcare reform that may have
triggered the foundation’s operations, the main objective of which was to
transfer administration of social and healthcare services from local to regional
governments. As a result, the reform would change tendering processes for
service providers that would bring in a more competitive atmosphere. One of
the NGO’s main concerns was that such essential support and health services
that concern lives of people with disabilities should be excluded from the
general competition, and a priority should be given to the quality of provided
services, rather than just cost-efficiency (Seppälä, 2017:25). One informant also
mentioned the main principle of the tendering process: ‘The cheaper you
provide services, the more chances you have to become a service provider’ (4);
that also makes providers that deliver not only cost-efficient but also high quality
services, which Autism Foundation is claimed to be, vulnerable, especially in a
tendering competition where there are cheaper services to choose from. What
is more, a very specific target group of the NGO can sometimes make it more
difficult for them to be chosen as a service provider for a certain governmental
entity, whether it is a municipality or social and healthcare services.
Relations with other NGOs or any other organisations, non-profit or
otherwise
The foundation’s relations with other organisations, which do not have to do
with governmental structures, are primarily exercised through connections with
such non-governmental actors as the Finnish Association for Social Enterprises
(Arvo) and The Finnish Innovation Fund (Sitra) that provide help and consulting
for social enterprises around Finland.
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Some of the other important connections include memberships in various
associations, such as Finnish Work Association, a non-profit organisation that
promotes the value of labour and products made in Finland. Most prominently,
the NGO is in cooperation with the Autism and Asperger’s Association and
sometimes holds common events or produces written material with the
association. The Autism and Asperger’s Association, however, does not provide
any services, but acts more as an advocate for rights of people with ASD. One
of the informants attributed the activity of spreading information about autism
specifically to the association in question: ‘The Autism and Asperger’s
Association stands for the rights of autistic persons in Finland, and I would say
that it is their job mainly to spread awareness’ (3); ‘We are more of a service
provider. Because we cannot provide services and advocate at the same time,
that’s why there’s Autism and Asperger’s Association that is more of an
advocate for people with ASD’ (4). Whereas the ‘practical’ matters are
delegated to Autism Foundation as a leading service provider in the field.
Apart from service provision, Autism Foundation also provides consultations,
training and work supervision for workplaces and employers that would like to
get acquainted with the needs and characteristics of people with ASD and learn
how to support them in employment. These training programmes are mainly
acquired by local municipalities, social services departments, public
employment services and individual employers (Seppälä, 2017:11) that can
come both from governmental organisations and commercial enterprises.
Finally, one informant expressed an opinion that the foundation’s goals as a
service provider might not completely coincide with other autism-related
organisations and associations, some of which might be focused more on
advocacy work rather than on provision of practical and effective services to its
target group: ‘Our goals and goals of other autism advocacy associations are
not completely the same. Which is natural because people are people, and
organisations are run by people. Considering that we are all going in the same
direction, maybe our paths are different’ (2). Although these organisations might
follow the same goal, their means of reaching it vary, and accents are also
different.

2.3 General Trends of the NGO as a Service Provider and Social
Inclusion Facilitator
Heavier reliance on grants for temporary and wider developmental projects
makes it difficult for the foundation to pursue side activities that are not directly
targeted at the improvement of its existing, regular services. Hence, there is a
definite trend evident within the organisation that has to do with an enhanced
focus on the service provision and improvement of its own operational units,
rather than potential external activities, research or otherwise. As a result, the
organisation’s services and other related activities become more
professionalised as the foundation targets a better quality strategy that would
make them a competitive service provider in the tendering process.
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What is more, Autism Foundation’s role as a service provider is strongly
emphasised in the NGO’s self-description as well as by its staff members who
are witnessing the process of tightening of its overall activities due to the
government’s austerity measures themselves. In this way, further
professionalization of the existing services is currently seen as the only way for
the NGO to maintain its position as a valued and competitive service provider.
For instance, in 2017 Autism Foundation was awarded a special certificate by
Kiva Inspecta that is an essential indication of high quality services.
On the other hand, Autism Foundation can be seen as an agent of decommodification as it provides specific support and services for people with
Autism Spectrum Disorder, some of which might not be found elsewhere or
offered by any other service provider. Even though the services can be
purchased directly from the foundation without governmental ‘intervention’, it
still makes it possible for its target group to acquire that treatment and support
through cooperation with the government, which, otherwise, would have been
only available for the few.
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Chapter 3. Russian case: Charity Foundation ‘Way Out
in Petersburg’ (Centre ‘Anton’s Right Here’, St
Petersburg)
The objective of the third chapter is to present the second case study by
describing its activities and services and addressing the understanding of social
inclusion prevalent in the NGO. We will also overview the means of attaining
social inclusion as proposed by the organisation as well as associated services.
Finally, the NGO-government relations and its encounters with other
organisations will be touched upon. The second case which I have studied for
the paper is closer to home – it is a non-governmental organisation that
provides support and crucial services to people with Autism Spectrum Disorder
in Russia. A bigger non-profit organisation, a charity foundation ‘Way Out in
Petersburg’, is an umbrella institution that coordinates and distributes existing
funds between the organisation’s regular and temporal projects, such as
daytime activities and employment preparation centres (bearing the name of
‘Anton’s Right Here’), both situated in St Petersburg. The foundation has 15
running programmes overall which are aimed both at adults as well as children
and teenagers with ASD.

3.1 Data Collection Process
During the fieldwork at the Charity Foundation ‘Way Out in Petersburg’, I
conducted 7 in-depth interviews with staff members of the organisation, each of
whom is in charge of a certain area of responsibility, or a whole
programme/activity at the NGO. The informants were mainly curators, or
supervisors, responsible for one or several programmes of the foundation.
These programmes included ‘Autism Friendly’ (making public spaces more
inclusive and accessible for people with ASD), social rehabilitation and art
workshops, musical and drama projects, work with parents and families,
supervised and independent living, and supported employment. The first
meeting and consecutive interview were done with the executive director of the
charity foundation, with whom I had initially discussed all the objectives of my
research and agreed to make corrections to my original interview guide,
focusing more on the questions concerning specific services, and addressing
some of the fundamental questions of the organisation’s mission and values of
the NGO to its CEO.
As a result, the interview guide was divided in two parts, with the first part
containing questions to be talked about with the executive director that
concerned the history and formation of the organisation, its initial goal,
objectives and mission, as well as how the funding is structured and how
relations with the government and other organisations and institutions are
maintained. The second part of the interview guide was aimed at staff members
in general and covered topics of how particular activities and projects of the
foundation are organized, as well as a person’s own professional history at the
NGO. This should be taken into consideration when comparing the two case
studies as the interview guide used in the first part of the research (the Finnish
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case) differed to some extent and included a wider range of questions that were
inquired in each interview, whereas in case of ‘Way Out in Petersburg’
Foundation, a set of questions varied depending on what a person I was
interviewing was responsible for at the organisation. Therefore, the interview
guide was more structured as well, despite some of the integral questions being
addressed exclusively to the NGO’s executive director.
Each interview lasted from 20 to 42 minutes as there were considerable time
constraints for the staff members who could not afford to leave their workplace
for much longer than half an hour. A list of informants is available in Appendix 1
of this paper. All of the interviews were conducted in Russian. While citing or
referring to ideas expressed in the interviews, I put the number of the informant
in question in parentheses.
Apart from interviews, I also carried out 2 on-site observations at the
organisation’s premises before and after the interviews. However brief these
observations might have been in comparison to the time I had spent in the field
during my study of Autism Foundation Finland, I was still able to get to know the
Russian case better and make some notes that were of good use in the
analysis of the data collected at the NGO. Overall, I managed to collect an
adequate amount of data to get on with my research and achieved a level of
comparability I was initially aiming for.
Getting access to the field
I had first heard about events and regular activities organised by the Centre
‘Anton’s Right Here’ and associated Charity Foundation ‘Way Out in Petersburg’
in the summer of 2016 when I came back from my exchange semester at
University of Eastern Finland, where I was first got interested in the topics of
Autism Spectrum Disorder(s) and in which ways people with autism are
supported in Finland and Russia, respectively. Ever since I have been keeping
up with the organisation’s agenda and activities, frequently visiting public events
organised by it.
In the winter of 2019, I initiated first contact by writing an email to the
foundation’s general electronic address and expressing my intent to conduct a
part of my research with their help. Shortly after that, I received a response from
them and was later invited to meet with the executive director to discuss my
research objectives. After that I had been in continuous contact with the
Foundation’s programmes coordinator who helped me to organise interviews
and visits to the field. The field work at the organisation, including initial
discussion of the research plan, interview arrangements and consequent
observation, took place from late January to late March of 2019.

3.2 Description of the Organisation
Charity foundation ‘Way Out in Petersburg’ was founded in the spring of 2013
by Lyubov Arkus with the help of other donators from the film industry. It was
initiated by the film director herself after she met a young man with ASD whom
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she had been helping and whose fate she had been tracking ever since.
Therefore, it can be assumed that the NGO initially emerged as an individual
initiative that grew to be a more global project later. The initial ideology of the
Charity Foundation was centered around setting an alternative system for
treatment and life-long support for people with ASD, especially adults who are
often left out from the overall treatment provision schemes.
The first big project of the foundation was a centre for social rehabilitation,
learning and creative activities for adults with ASD, ‘Anton’s Right Here’, which
first started functioning in the late 2013. The non-governmental organisation
with its two main offices is based in St Petersburg and provides various kinds of
support and services for about 263 families with autistic children and adults
annually. At the same time, there are more than 300 people on the waiting list
as the foundation’s resources are rather limited and depend on a variety of
funding origins. There are 55 staff members at the Charity Foundation as well
as about 14 annual volunteer workers. A staffing ratio is difficult to calculate
precisely as we are mainly aware of a number of families with children and
people with ASD that have been helped throughout the year, although the
number of permanent receivers of support and services can vary. Hence, it can
be roughly estimated to be 5 people per one staff member, excluding
volunteers, and approximately 4 people per one worker, including volunteers.
Mission
The foundation’s integral mission, as both described on its website and
articulated by the executive director in the interview, is ‘to provide society with
access to individual, communicative and creative resources of people with
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD)’ (1), and ‘to help people with ASD to fulfill
their potential’ (Anton’s Right Here, n.d). It is evident that the NGO positions
itself as both a supportive agency for individuals with ASD, and at the same
time it puts a strong emphasis on societal demands, aspiring to connect the two
worlds, that of a bigger, mostly neurotypical society and the other of people with
ASD who have a peculiar view of life.
In other instances, the foundation’s mission is described in more specific terms
and goes as follows: ‘Implementation of projects providing multipurpose support
for people with Autism Spectrum Disorder, from an early diagnosis in childhood
to supported living and employment, as well as identifying and developing the
potential of people with ASD and spreading autism awareness in the society’
(1). Therefore, the purpose of the NGO’s activities is manifold, and it was
initially formulated in such a way as to include all people with ASD in the context
of Russia and their families out there.
As the Charity Foundation was not initially founded directly by interested
families or individuals with ASD themselves, but by a particular individual,
philanthropist, who deemed it important to change the then existing situation in
Russia concerning support and social rehabilitation (un)available for autistic
people, it cannot be considered a self-help group. Rather, it has been a
charitable project in its very essence from the very beginning, expanding to
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incorporate into its activities many practices that help people with ASD in their
everyday lives, following good practice of other countries and autism-related
research, and coming up with their own ‘know-how’: ‘Before the Charity
Foundation ‘Way Out in Petersburg’ was founded, there had been a long
process of analysis of international experience, field trips, meetings and getting
to know how similar projects work’ (1). Hence, the NGO emerged as a
substantially planned initiative, rather than a spontaneous undertaking. Later,
however, the NGO’s ‘official’ mission was reformulated in the following way: ‘To
let the society access unique humane, creative and communicative resources of
people with ASD’ (1), where the focus is on the link between people with ASD
and the social world in general, highlighting the importance of the foundation’s
operations not only for well-being of people with ASD, but for the whole society
in a broader sense.
The NGO’s mission is also seen as a challenge to the established system
where people are often placed in closed medical institutions after they are of
legal age, whereas the Charity Foundation acts as an alternative small-scale
initiative to oppose that situation: ‘The centre [for social rehabilitation of people
with ASD] was created as an attempt to offer an option of systematic approach
to the problem. There is no common understanding that the [old] system needs
to be changed: that includes education, the labour market, and overall social
infrastructure. It is a challenge. Lyubov [the founder of the NGO] often said and
still says that autism is a social challenge, cultural challenge for all of us,
because we have to understand how to interact with a person who has such
peculiarities, who is not like us. Even though there are a lot of such people’ (1).
The foundation places itself in opposition to the existing system of treatment
and support, which is almost ‘non-existent’ as such, and is difficult to be
reformed. As a result, there are various measures taken by a separate NGO to
offer an alternative way of treating people with autism.
Legal status
‘Way Out in Petersburg’ is a charity foundation, which under the Russian law
stands for a non-profit organisation founded as a result of collection of financial
contributions with an intent of implementation of charitable activities (Civil Code
of Russian Federation, n. d.). According to the Russian Civil Code, nongovernmental, or non-commercial, organisations can obtain profit from their
operations, provided they gain it in accordance with the initial goals of the
organisation, and that the acquired income is not to be shared among its
members, A charity foundation usually seeks funding for its activities either by
establishing sponsorship or finding a regular contributor who can be a
government representative or an organisation/individual, or by trying to earn
funds for implementation of its activities on its own.
Structure
The NGO does not pertain to a strong hierarchy among its staff members,
however there are different types of workers and volunteers that engage in the
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organisation’s everyday activities. First, there are the CEO and administrative
workers who are in charge of general supervision and coordination of the
foundation’s activities. Then, there are about 46 staff members who work
directly with people receiving support and help from the organisation, including
3 specialists responsible for maintaining individual behavioural plans and their
maintenance (Anton Tut Ryadom, n.d.). Others include tutors working with
individual ‘students’ as well as workshop workers that include crafts
professionals who also receive substantial training before they start working
with autistic people. Finally, there are also about 14 one-year volunteers, a
number of which can vary, depending on the demand for support at either of the
NGO’s centres. Apart from one-year volunteers engaged in working for the
foundation 5 days a week on a full-day basis, there is also a group of part-time
or situational volunteers who participate in specific projects or provide their help
when it is most needed. What is more, all staff members and volunteers
participate in various training and study programmes organised by the NGO that
are aimed to provide them with expertise needed for working with people with
ASD. This also contributes to an increasing number of specialists in the field of
autism cultivated by the foundation’s own in-house training.
As for eligibility criteria for the services and support provided by the Charity
Foundation, their help is available for every person on the spectrum who might
need it, although it can only facilitate a limited number of people and families as
the organisation’s resources are extremely limited. As a result, there are
approximately 150 people on the waiting list for various programmes of the
NGO, and some of them have to wait for more than one or a few years before
there is a vacant place available as the foundation deems it important to take
care of all of the people who once sought their support till they are comfortably
accommodated in the social environment either by enhancing their overall
practical and social skills or finding employment.
History
Before the Charity Foundation ‘Way Out in Petersburg’ was founded, a film
‘Anton’s Right Here, telling the story of a young autistic adult living with his
terminally ill mother, was released in 2012 and screened as a part of various
film international and domestic festivals, as well as on TV. The film was directed
by Lyubov Arkus who, after having got to know Anton himself and his family,
saw an acute need for a systematic support system for people with ASD living
in Russia, as a usual path of their lives after turning 18 years have often led to
dwelling in a closed psychiatric or neurological medical institution.
Consequently, both the charity foundation and its first project, a centre of day
activities and social rehabilitation for adults with Autism Spectrum Disorders,
named after the film, were established and opened in 2013.
During the initial work on the film ‘Anton’s Right Here, Lyubov Arkus met other
families who were taking care of autistic adults and got familiar with problems
they were experiencing and struggles they were going through, which in great
part contributed to the formation of the foundation’s mission and goals. The
social rehabilitation and day activity centre ‘Anton’s Right Here’, which was
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opened in December 2013, became the first resource field that has functioned a
as the ‘base’ for all other projects of the foundation, which were done
accordingly to the strategy that was initially developed – that of creating an
alternative support and care system for people with ASD in Russia.
In the very beginning, the Charity Foundation was mainly working with adults
with ASD who had been strongly affected by the absence of adequate treatment
and support system and by the fact that there were no sufficient means of
diagnosis whatsoever (1). The NGO, thus, initially started supporting the adult
group on the spectrum, and later on programmes targeting various age groups
were established, such as ‘Early Bird’ for small children and other various
activities aimed at teenagers and young adults. Altogether, the NGO had been
developing in response to its target group’s needs, which made it quite a
dynamic process in general: ‘After the first centre had started functioning, the
first independent living training apartment was opened. Then a drama project
was established, and so on, and so on. These projects emerged regardless of
certain will and strategic planning. Students’ [referring to people with ASD who
receive support from the NGO] own dynamics, and dynamics within our own
projects, all influenced further developments’ (1).
Funding
Yearly budget of all the foundation’s programmes amount to 54,470,581 roubles
(~0.73 million EUR) (Anton Tut Ryadom, n.d.). However, it is accumulated from
different sources and funding agencies, both governmental and nongovernmental, as well as commercial and private ones. Hence, there is a variety
of categories of funding sources, where proposed finances needed for the NGO
to function are distributed within various levels of donations and means of
funding.
First, there are certain permanent big and small donors, represented by both
private individuals and entrepreneurs, a number of which is said to be declining
in the last years, which is attributed to the recent financial recession evident in
Russia. Second, there are partner foundations that are funding cooperative
projects and programmes. Next, as for the governmental funding, it is said to
constitute only a small percent of the overall receipts and is not a regular,
recurring practice. What is more, to get support from the government, the NGO
needs to manually apply for certain grants and subsidies on an annual basis,
and the process itself is highly bureaucratised.
Another source of funding is represented by recurring, monthly payments from
individual donors, who are called ‘grass-roots private donors’ (1). This group
constitutes less than 10% of the overall resources the NGO obtains, although
the organisation aims to expand this network of contributors.
Concerns over lack of control of funding sources were expressed by the NGO’s
CEO: ‘It needs to be done in such a way that there are donations coming from
various sources, depending on different categories of those sources. […] When
you have 10 000 small donations, be it 8000 or 9000, it is not as notable for the
overall budget if they are small-scale, but regular’; ‘We lack stability. And we
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also do not cover all people who might need this kind of support. Our resources
are not enough [to provide support for more people with ASD]’ (1). Furthermore,
there are one-time big donations or charity events that the NGO either
participates in or organises, but those means of funding are beyond the
organisation’s control and cannot be relied on in the long term.
Other sources of financial support include sales of the items that are created in
the workshops by the NGO’s own ‘students’ and that are sold in various partner
shops or as a part of different events, charitable or otherwise. Another form of
goods ‘sold’ by the NGO for its internal benefit is, for example, the opportunity
to be present at one of the rehearsal of its own musical orchestra, which both
provides a donator with a possibility to engage in the foundation’s activities in a
way and financially support its programmes at the same time. Last but not least,
the NGO is also active on crowd-funding platforms (planeta.ru; dobro.mail.ru)
that sometimes help to collect a needed sum for a certain project to keep going.
3.2.1 Understanding of social inclusion by the NGO
The centre for social rehabilitation of people with ASD ‘Anton’s Right Here’,
according to the NGO’s website, aims to offer ‘an alternative pathway for
autistic people, help them fulfill their potential, learn to live independently, find a
workplace and integrate into the society to the maximum possible extent’ (Anton
Tut Ryadom, n.d.). All of these objectives can be looked at as elements of
‘practical’ social inclusion proposed by the NGO. On the other hand, the need
for intensive information spreading is even more acute as it is important for the
society to be informed about characteristics of people with ASD as well as for
the latter to learn to get on in their lives in the social world.
It was emphasised by the CEO that in order for an autistic child, and later an
adult, to be given sufficient treatment and support, all the institutional structures
should be well informed about their special needs and potential arrangements
to enhance their well-being, these include kindergartens, schools, vocational
higher education institutions, workplaces and ‘the urban community’ in general:
‘In order for a person to be included, it is needed that the society would like to
include them. And that it would want to understand how it is done. The society
as a group of people in general − they need to have sufficient information [about
what autism is]. The society as a set of institutions that have to attain a certain
level of understanding and apply relevant instruments’ (1). However, such a
tremendous transformation of existing approaches to treatment and attitudes is
far from being realistically accomplished as a one-time reform, which is why the
NGO’s programmes and activities are focused around ‘pinpoint’ initiatives that
both facilitate the needs of certain individuals and connect them with the outer
world represented by specific institutions and organisations that cooperate with
the foundation in some way.
‘Inclusive space’, as understood by the NGO, can be explained as inclusion and
expansion of an individual’s capabilities by a certain degree of adaptation of
specific institutions, including theatres, transportation system, educational
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organisations, museums, workplaces and so on. Inclusion is, hence, actualised
through mutual interest from both sides: the society and the individual that
simultaneously benefit from this ‘interaction’ (1).
Overall, the notion of inclusion promoted by the NGO, both on its agenda and
as discussed by the staff members, focuses on a complex approach with an
emphasis on information spreading as well as on providing practical support
and help to people with ASD themselves: ‘Inclusion, in the framework of the
project, is a capability, not a concession [social benefit]’ (2). The capability of an
autistic person is, hence, to be enhanced through overall awareness and
associated facilitation of social spaces and other essential social arrangements.
It should also be noted that support and service receivers of the NGO are
referred to as ‘students’, in contrast to them being commonly called ‘clients’,
which was widely evident in the Finnish case where most of the services are
formalised to some extent. This choice of the name is explained by the
foundation in a way that their work with people with ASD is based on partner
relationships and creative interaction between both staff members and students
themselves where certain experiences and views are shared so that they gain
mutual understanding of each other’s ways of thinking (Anton Tut Ryadom,
n.d.).
3.2.2 Means and mechanisms of social inclusion
The Charity Foundation ‘Way Out in St Petersburg’ currently maintains 15
programmes aimed at various age groups of people with Autism Spectrum
Disorder, which include: (1) social rehabilitation; (2) creative workshops; (3)
supported living; (4) supported employment; (5) ‘Autism Friendly’ (accessible
space); (6) preparatory pre-regular workshops group; (7) supplementary
communication; (8) part-time workshop participation; (9) physical therapy; (10)
integrative summer camps; (11) work with parents; (12) musical project (‘Anton
Tut Ryadom’ orchestra); (13) drama project; (14) a programme for teenagers
with ASD; (15) ‘Early Bird’ training for parents and other early intervention
programmes (‘Anton Tut Ryadom’, n.d.). Figure 2 also presents an alternative
pathway of life-long support for people with ASD, as proposed by the NGO and
partly implemented by some of its running programmes.
In the scope of this case study, however, we will be mainly focusing on the
following five programmes organised by the foundation which incorporate
elements of social inclusion that were previously expressed by the NGO and
are also thought by us to be the most beneficial to one’s inclusion and
integration into the society, in general. Another important factor is that the same
services and means of support are also exercised by the first case study’s
NGO, which is important for further comparison of the cases.
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Figure 2. Centre ‘Anton’s Right Here’. A path of development of people with ASD
(source: the NGO’s website)

The services and support programmes provided by the NGO to be discussed
below include:
1. Social rehabilitation and creative sheltered workshops: this programme is
based at the first of the two centres established by the NGO which targets
formation and maintenance of primary social skills, and includes a set of various
workshops that a client attends every day;
Each ‘student’ is approached individually at the NGO’s workshops, and their
needs and interests are always taken into consideration, as well as possible
requests from their parents and workers’ own observation. In this way, students
engage in those kinds of workshops that are of interest for them, and they
change their choice of workshop every two weeks (3).
2. Supported employment: this programme is presented by the second centre
opened by the NGO and includes advanced workshops that are aimed at
forming an individual’s working skills in a certain field; training and group
meetings that prepare people with ASD for further employment in the open
labour markets are also organised;
The second centre opened by the NGO is seen as a step that an individual of
ASD may take before getting into the open labour market and acquiring some
kind of employment. In this way, a person’s inclusion is enhanced by his or her
participation in working life, despite there still being certain unwelcoming
attitudes and prejudices: ‘It is quite hard to get a job for a person with autism as
not every employer would be ready or agree to employ them. But there are
some [employers] who are willing to employ them, and it is really good because,
as a rule, they [‘students’] are successful at their workplace’ (3). At the same
time, the foundation establishes links with potential employers who would be
ready to employ people with ASD, and often finds workplaces specifically for its
‘students’ (7).
3. Supported living: there are three apartments used by the Charity Foundation,
some of them were provided by parents of the ‘students’; there is one ‘training’
apartment where people live only during the working days, and two apartments
for permanent living where some ‘students’ are assisted and helped by the
NGO’s tutors and volunteers, depending on their needs.
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Some people deliberately move to St Petersburg in order to participate in the
independent living coaching programme that lasts for 4.5 months, and where
there is a regular rotation of ‘students’ (6). However, living in a permanent
apartment is prioritised for people who attend the NGO’s daytime activities and
workshops on a daily basis so that their independence is completely enhanced,
and, thus, a more successful, multidimensional social integration is achieved.
4. Drama and musical projects: the plays and performances are organised by
individuals with ASD themselves as participating actors in cooperation with
theatres, its interested actors and directors;
The participants of these projects include both ‘students’ and staff of the
foundation. For the drama project, there has been established a close
cooperation with the Big Drama Theatre and other related initiatives. They have
produced, together with the NGO’s partners, three plays. The musical project
consists of an orchestra called ‘Anton Tut Ryadom’ that gives performances at
various events, related to charitable activities or any other (4).
5. Inclusive space project (‘Autism friendly’): a project that facilitates social
encounters of people with ASD with others in the real-life settings and makes
them less stressful and more accommodating; ‘inclusive’ visits’ and excursions
to the museums and other public spaces are organised, as well as the staff of
the receiving organisations are informed about behavioural characteristics and
needs of people with ASD;
The objectives of this project are manifold — apart from simply making certain
public spaces accessible, it also focuses on the work with both sides involved,
organisations that wish to accommodate autistic people’s needs, and individuals
with ASD themselves and their families: ‘It is a highly complex question as we
work together with external organisations, i. e., we spread information about
autism, work on implementing accommodating tools and strategies of support.
At the same time we inform people with ASD about what they are to expect [in a
certain place] in order to alleviate their level of anxiety when they are faced with
the new environment’ (2).
3.2.3 External relations
External relations of the Charity Foundation ‘Way Out in Petersburg’ include
minor cooperation with the government in the form of grants and subsidies as
well as specific projects of ‘situational’ nature, and various collaborations with
other non-governmental and commercial organisations, where the NGO mainly
shares its expertise, knowledge and experience related to its target group.
Relations with government agencies
The main dimension of the NGO’s connections with the government includes
applying for grants and subsidies to fund the foundation’s activities. However,
this kind of cooperation is small-scale and irregular, and certain funds are not
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always obtained. There are also to some extent established relations with
various municipal committees of St Petersburg, such as the Social Policy
Committee, the Education Committee, the Youth Policy Committee and the
Healthcare Committee. There is ongoing cooperation that aims to come up with
standards of treatment for people with ASD (7). The NGO consults the
mentioned governmental structures, although there is no evidence as to how
practically effective this cooperation has been.
One of the successful examples of project-based cooperation of the NGO with a
governmental actor is an undertaking they maintain together with the
Employment Agency where the latter has got a formal obligation to employ a
number of disabled people. Having had no idea where to provide employment
for them at, the Agency started formally employing the foundation’s students,
who otherwise attend work training and sheltered workshops at the NGO’s
centre, and providing them with wage payments for the work they do. In this
way, both sides benefit from the cooperation, however, this kind of cooperation
is temporary and is not practiced on a regular basis, depending on the demand
from the Agency’s side: ‘They [the Employment Agency] use our workshops as
a workplace of some kind, where they ‘employ’ people who otherwise work
here. They should fulfill certain obligations, but they do not know how, they only
have money, but no expertise. And we have everything, but money. That is how
we make an arrangement’ (1).
On the other hand, when talking about a possibility of incorporating the NGO’s
services into the governmental system of support in some way, it was said to be
an ineffective proposal, first of all, because there is no system of substantial
support for disabled people, let alone individuals with ASD, and it is seen as
unproductive to try to reform this system ‘from below’: ‘It is very expensive in
terms of resources, and it only brings a small financial result [profit]. All that, [to
be included in] the social service provider registry requires a lot of obligations
document-wise. It also requires a lot of paperwork, wage employees and a lot of
money. At the same time we do not even have a system as such’ (1). It is
precisely why the foundation has taken stance that it would be more
advantageous to provide support for people who need it right now, not after the
system’s been ‘changed’, to be able to acquire it with a help of a certain NGO’s
activities, even though only a limited number of people would have access to it
due to restricted resources. Therefore, the NGO is making one change at a
time, while also being an example of good practice in relation to enhanced and
individualised treatment of people with ASD, which, again, means that the NGO
needs to use its own funds in order to pay for the student’s wage hours as a
part the employment preparation project.
Relations with other NGOs or any other organisations, non-profit or
otherwise
In the context of ‘Autism Friendly’ programme, there is a close collaboration with
museums and exhibition centres, as well as with other public spaces, that act as
initiators of a partnership with the NGO. For example, the Hermitage Museum,
Museum of the Political History and New Holland island are among the long64
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term partners of the NGO that organise common events for the general public,
not only ‘students’ of the NGOs’ centres. Therefore, inclusion here is insured in
a way so that everyone has equal opportunities to engage in the same kinds of
activities, not being restricted by their supposed disability or ‘difference’.
Besides, there are also practical trainings organised for staff members of
partner organisations that make them more informed and provide them with
practical knowledge on how to address the needs of people with ASD. For
instance, there is an ongoing cooperation with the Pulkovo Airport, where the
aim is to provide people with ASD with sufficient instructions and guidance on
how to make their visit there less stressful and safer.
One of the other ‘pinpoint’ coactions include autism-related trainings of
specialists at pre-school facilities, namely kindergartens and schools, which is
implemented in cooperation with another NGO, ‘Naked Heart Foundation’ that
focuses on the overall well-being of children in Russia. The cooperation with
schools and kindergartens mainly happens when there is a need expressed
from their side. Otherwise, it is not an official initiative, and it is not formally
documented. Other similar collaborations include meetings and common
projects with such NGOs as the charity organisation called ‘Perspertivy’ (5).
Another form of external cooperation is presented by projects implemented
together with Gazprom’s (a large commercial company that transports and
sales natural gas) employees that act as part-time volunteers and visit the
NGO’s workshops at weekends, and together with ‘students’ create products
that are later sold at the company’s auction, and all the profit goes to the Charity
Foundation’s fund (3). Some of Gazprom’s employees also act as volunteers in
the project that provides a relief day for those parents of people with ASD who
have to support their offspring 24/7 and usually do not have any free time to
spend on their own (4). These people also receive training and adequate
knowledge to be able to effectively communicate with and cater for the needs of
individuals with ASD.
Other public events that the NGO takes part in various conferences, round
tables that deal with the questions of inclusion and associated creative projects.

3.3 General Trends of the NGO as a Service Provider and Social
Inclusion Facilitator
It is evident that the Charity Foundation ‘Way Out in Petersburg’, despite having
limited financial resources, invests a lot in training and professional
developments of both specialists and ordinary staff members and volunteers
that work for the NGO. Professionalization of NGO’s activities and services, and
their position as a recognised professional in their field of expertise, has a
potential of making their voice heard by many other actors involved in decisionmaking, governmental or otherwise.
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However, due to the stagnated state system of support of mentally disabled
people and people with Autism Spectrum Disorder and other neurological
conditions, in particular, the NGO acts in opposition to the established system,
instead, providing an example of good practice by organising alternative
treatment for individuals with ASD. Direct collaboration of the NGO with the
government has been scarce so far, and it seems unlikely for the system of
support and treatment of autistic people, as well as prevalent social attitudes, to
dramatically change in the near future. Nevertheless, the NGO takes all
measures possible to make a change where and when it is most needed —
starting with specific people and their families, and then broadcasting more
informed knowledge about autism within the Russian society.
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Chapter 4. Comparison of the Two Case Studies:
Service Providers Embedded in Different Epochs of
Welfare?
In the final chapter of the paper we are going to compare the two case studies
of non-governmental organisations targeting people with Autism Spectrum
Disorder which are embedded in different societal and cultural contexts, and
present the main findings of the paper.
Evaluation of empirical material: A level of comparability
The discussed non-governmental organisations targeting people with ASD in
Finland and Russia present two contrasting cases of social enterprises
providing services and various kinds of support for the relatively vulnerable
group of population, whereas the Finnish case is recognised as a service
provider by the government agencies in more ways than the Russian case,
which has a considerably less substantial recourse base and faces more risks
regarding stability of its funding. On the other hand, Charity Foundation ‘Way
Out in Petersburg’ is involved in advocacy work more intensely and views it as
one of the main activities on its agenda, while at the same Autism Foundation
Finland is starting to be focused more on maintaining a high quality level and
improving its existing services, which can also be connected to restrictions
concerning funding of its secondary projects.
Table 1 depicts a comparison of general characteristics of the studied NGOs
discussed in the previous chapters.

Case study
General
characteristics

Finnish case

Russian case

(‘Autism
Foundation
Finland’)

(Charity Foundation
‘Way Out in
Petersburg’)

Mission

To provide people
with
ASD
with
quality
services
(started as a selfhelp group);

To
provide
an
alternative path of
treatment
and
beneficial
services
for people with ASD
(charity-like
civic
initiative);

Legal status

A
non-profit
foundation;

A charity foundation;

Structure

CEO
(Head
of
service activities),

Administration,
supervisors, tutors,
workshop and other
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History (when
and by whom)

founded

Funding

A board of directors
(Administration)

staff
workers,
volunteers;

In 1998 by families
of individuals with
ASD;
service
started in 2000;

In 2013 by an
individual
philanthropist
(an
alternative
systematic approach
of
treatment
of
people with ASD was
initially projected);

Regular
services
paid by the national
social
security
institution (KELA);
long-term projects
with
National
employment
services
(TEPalvelut);

Regular and onetime donations;
Cooperation
private
commercial
organisations;

with
and

Government grants
and subsidies;

Grants
for
secondary projects
(STEA, etc);
The number
members

of

staff

The numbers of service
users

350 staff members;
(Highly professional
staff)

1500 clients (4
clients per one staff
member)

55 staff members +
14 volunteers;
(Everyone receives
sufficient
training
before starting to
work with people
with ASD)
250 families (4/5
clients per one staff
member);
(Service users are
addressed
as
‘students’)

Table 1. General characteristics of the Finnish and Russian cases
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4.1 Understanding of Social Inclusion by the NGOs
Before going on to compare how the two respective non-governmental
organisations view the task of social inclusion and understand its
implementation, we will link the findings of the previous chapters with the
theoretical framework behind the study of social inclusion which was outlined in
Chapter 1 of this paper.
Hence, in accordance with the capability approach and the list of universal
human capabilities suggested by M. Nussbaum (§1.1.1), social inclusion of
people with ASD can be achieved by enhancing such capabilities as: (1) social
skills that allow them to engage in interaction with other people; (2) selfexpression either through creative activities or as a call for recognition of
individuals’ special traits and talents; (3) being on terms with one’s emotions; (4)
having a meaning in life and personal purpose that is reflected in one’s hobbies
or occupation; (5) a sense of belonging to a community; (6) independent living.
The capabilities that an individual with ASD might strive to achieve may not be
limited to the list presented above and may also include other elements, based
on a person’s own needs and goals. However, the presented capabilities are
thought by us to be equally important to all people with ASD, and their fruition
by the respective NGOs is attained either through individually tailored services
that are to be considered below, or through encouraging certain social
arrangements in a society that might help to accommodate these needs, taking
into consideration special characteristics of people with ASD.
Then, addressing the integrative approach that views social inclusion as being
attained through realisation of civic rights and obligations, or citizenship
(§1.1.2), we can identify several other mechanisms of inclusion that were seen
as prominent in both case studies: (1) acquiring an active employment status,
either in an ASD-supported/sheltered environment or in the open labour market;
(2) being a member of a certain community, professional/occupational or
otherwise; (3) utilising certain means of social protection, where feasible, such
as social benefits or services that are usually targeting further participation of
people with ASD in ‘social and work life’ so that the costs of these services or
interventions are made up for in the long term (provided they were covered by
state aid). Nevertheless, it is not solely an individual’s or an NGO’s
responsibility to satisfy these objectives, but their fulfilment also depends on the
attitudes towards people with ASD that are prevalent in a society or a certain
institution/organisation, and that can be impacted if there is a coherent level of
communication between the two sides.
Eventually, more enhanced relations between the two sides — people with ASD
and other people representing various structures or institutions of the society, or
individuals — and, thus, social inclusion of the former group can be impacted
through formation of the common social capital (§1.1.3), where everyone can
obtain a certain level of solidarity with another through shared experiences and
knowledge. In this way, people get to know each other, regardless of their
background or disabilities, respect and share common resources that, in
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particular, might be beneficial for a person with ASD to attain a comfortable
level of social participation, and at the same time become a part of a community
and follow common goals or beliefs.
Hence, social capital in the context of NGOs facilitating social inclusion of
people with ASD, first and foremost, is fulfilled through (1) the interaction
between NGOs’ workers and clients when they exchange experiences and
viewpoints in the process of formal or informal communication. Secondly, in
some cases (2) relatives of people with ASD (who happened to be the initiators
of the emergence of Autism Foundation) become active actors and invest their
own, mainly physical resources to the NGO’s ‘capital’, such as apartments or
other goods for common use. Thirdly, it is brought about (3) when certain
government agencies or commercial organisations join in the process of
providing special support or implementing specific projects that benefit both
sides and where certain information and expertise are shared.
Finally, (4) organisation of public events and participation in conferences about
inclusionary practices for people with ASD and the importance of mutual
understanding between them and the ‘neurotypical’ world enhances mutual
understanding between different people. All of these levels of interaction and
social capital accumulation may lead to more opportunities for people with ASD
to be included, having access to resources of a certain group or by converting
some forms of social capital into others, e.g., learning about inclusive
employment opportunities through participation in sheltered workshops provided
by NGOs.
Table 2 presents generalised ideas concerning social inclusion as expressed on
the organisations’ official agenda and how it is understood by the staff members
that were interviewed.

Case study

Understanding

Finnish case
(‘Autism Foundation
Finland’)

Russian case
(Charity Foundation
‘Way
Out
in
Petersburg’)

of social inclusion
According to the
NGO’s agenda

‘To allow autistic
people to live a
fulfilling
life
like
everyone else’;
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the
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possible
extent’;
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Staff members

To be a part of a
community;
To
be
employment;

in

To
be
able
function
independently.

to

‘In order for a person
to be included, we
need the society to
want
to
include
them’;
‘Inclusion
is
capability,
not
concession’.

a
a

Table 2. Understanding of social inclusion: Finnish and Russian cases

4.2 Means and Mechanisms of Social Inclusion
We will chiefly focus on those services that are thought by us to comprise most
of the discussed elements of social inclusion, including enhanced social
interactions and social skills, independent living, participation in employment
and community life; these can be seen as primary objectives of the following
services:
(1) Inclusive daytime activities and sheltered workshops;
(2) Supported employment services;
(3) Supported housing facilities;
(4) Drama projects and other activities enhancing an individual’s social skills;
(5) Public events that are aimed at informing people about ASD (art exhibitions,
lectures, inclusive excursions).
Both NGOs can be said to employ a mix of normalising and inclusionary
approaches (§1.2) in their activities which means that some of their services are
directed at treating the fundamental symptoms of ASD that may restrict an
individual’s capabilities, whereas other practices they engage in, in turn, focus
on promoting a better understanding of special traits and characteristics of
people with autism while coming up with better social arrangements of their
needs instead of trying to ‘change’ the way they are.
As for the role of these NGOs as service providers (§1.3.1), it is more prominent
in the Finnish case’s operations as the organisation has been establishing and
improving their services for more than twenty years. At the same time the
Russian case depicts an example of a ‘real utopia’ (§1.3.2) in a sense that it
foresees potentially upcoming changes and makes all needed arrangements on
its part to have a back-up plan when the established system can be changed.
Overall, we would attribute three levels of understanding of social inclusion
(capabilities, citizenship and social capital) to each of the service categories
mentioned above. Firstly, we can claim that (1) inclusive daytime activities and
sheltered workshops, (3) supported housing facilities, and (4) drama and
creative projects are all able to enhance individuals’ capabilities in different
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ways, making people with ASD acquire more practical and non-material
functionings that both improve their personal well-being and make them more
socially included in that way that they can do meaningful things on their own
and express themselves better.
Secondly, NGOs’ services that are (2) tailoring an individual’s working skills and
further participation in employment can be linked to the integrative approach to
social inclusion that is based on the idea of citizenship. This approach deems
important civic involvement of a person that can also be realised through
employment of or participation in a certain community, which can refer to a
professional or occupational community that an individual with ASD has a
chance of joining in if they acquire qualitatively new skills as a part of their
employment training at an NGO.
Lastly, (5) public events and other inclusionary initiatives that bring together
different people, on the autism spectrum or otherwise, can facilitate formation of
new types of social capital that promotes understanding and solidarity between
people, where they share various resources with each other, be it specific
knowledge about autistic or neurotypical ways, or other experiences and goods.
Such practices of social capital facilitation may help people with ASD feel more
valuable and appreciated both on an individual level and as a member of a
certain community or a group.

4.3 External Relations of the NGOs
General patterns of relations of the NGOs with the government and other
organisation are laid out in Table 3.

Case study
External

Russian case

Finnish case
(‘Autism
Finland’)

Foundation

relations
With
the
government

Employment
administration

services

(TE-palvelut);
Kela (Social Insurance
Institution of Finland);
STEA
(grants
project funding);
Municipalities;
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(Charity
Foundation
‘Way
Out
in
Petersburg’)
Several
local-level
committees;
The
Agency;

Employment

Grants and subsidies
applications;
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With
other
organisations

Child welfare services
and other insurance
companies;
Arvo; Sitra; Autism and
Asperger’s Association.

Other non-profits;
Museums,
institutions;

cultural

Commercial
organisations.

4.2.1 Relations with the government
Autism Foundation Finland pertains to the type of contracting relationship (§1.4)
with the government that assumes that the services it provides are directly
covered for by the state. It is also characterised by participating in a highly
competitive tendering process which, in turn, makes it a rather vulnerable agent.
Charity Foundation ‘Way Out in Petersburg’, on the other hand, exercises such
relations with the government that cannot be characterised by any of the
categories discussed in the theoretical chapter: it deliberately keeps distance
from a potential contracting relationship, which in the Russian context
presupposes a large amount of bureaucratic nuances, and cannot be entirely
characterised by either repression or rivalry types, which require a certain level
of avoidance towards any relationships with the government. Although the
rivalry type of NGO-government relationship might be closer to reality as,
despite staying away from direct linkages with the government agencies, it still
allows a possibility of a two-way relationship between them, which was
definitely evident in the Russian case.
4.2.2 Relations with other organisations
Autism Foundation’s links with other non-governmental or commercial
organisations are primarily maintained through providing services and training
to other non-governmental or commercial actors. Their involvement in
spreading awareness about autism as a part of public conferences and
professional seminars has also been noted.
At the same time, Charity Foundation ‘Way Out in Petersburg’ mainly maintains
connections with other non-profit or non-governmental organisations,
implementing common projects with them and other forms of mutually beneficial
collaborations. Moreover, it has ties with commercial organisations and
separate local-level educational and cultural institutions. The NGOs share their
expert knowledge both with the government institutions and other non-profit
organisations or commercial enterprises.
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Conclusion
Services and various kinds of support activities for people with Autism Spectrum
Disorder are in ever-growing demand ever since a better means of diagnosis of
this neurological condition was established. Hence, such non-profit actors as
non-governmental organisations that see people with ASD as their target group
have emerged on the scene of service provision and advocacy work.
The presented research has been carried out in accordance with the multiplecase study strategy that allowed us to implement comparative analysis of the
two cases of such NGOs that provide support and various services for people
with ASD in Finland and Russia. The first case, ‘Autism Foundation Finland’
(‘Autismisäätiö’), emerged as a grass-roots initiative of families of autistic
people, while the Russian case, Charity Foundation ‘Way Out in Petersburg’,
was founded as a result of a single person’s proposal and originally followed the
way of a charitable actor.
The aim and consequent research question of this study was to see how social
inclusion of people with ASD is facilitated by non-governmental organisations in
the context of neoliberal transformation. It was achieved through, first, analysis
of theoretical approaches to studying social inclusion and how it can be
promoted by respective NGOs. Therefore, the central theories of the paper are
presented by the following concepts that are integral to viewing social inclusion
as a phenomenon in the context of our research: capability approach,
integrative approach (citizenship) and social capital. Various approaches
regarding non-governmental organisations, their external relations and other
possible dimensions of social inclusion were also reviewed, which wholly
fulfilled proposed theoretical objectives of the paper.
Furthermore, while presenting each of the case studies, we have examined how
the chosen NGOs understand social inclusion, which means and services they
employ in their work toward promotion of social inclusion, and how their external
relations with the government and other organisations could be characterised.
Notably, both of the NGOs and their staff members see social inclusion of
people with ASD as being highly dependent on their ability ‘to live and function
independently’, ‘be in employment’ and ‘be a part of a community’, as well as on
the society’s ‘willingness’ to understand their different way of thinking and
‘readiness to include’.
As for the relations that the NGOs maintain with the government agencies, they
have been sufficiently developed in both cases, but structured in qualitatively
different ways. In this way, the Finnish NGO, acting as a service provider,
primarily participates in various tendering processes by government institutions
that are in charge of social insurance and employment services, and certain
municipalities of Finland, and also fill in several grant applications each year;
whereas in the Russian case interactions with the government were limited to
separate short-term employment projects, provision of autism-related expertise
to local committees, and grant and subsidy applications. Regarding ties with
other organisations, both of the NGOs seemed to maintain a certain level of
collaboration with other like-minded enterprises, however it occurred to us that
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the Russian NGO, still going through the stages of post-development of its
services and main objectives of its operations, maintained more extensive links
with other non-profit organisations as well as with a variety of other entities,
commercial and otherwise.
Finally, we have established the three main directions of how the examined
NGOs influence social inclusion of its target group, in accordance with the three
approaches to comprehending social inclusion mentioned before. The first
direction of social inclusion facilitation is based on the notion of capabilities and,
hence, represented in the NGO’s operations by the services that deal with (1)
inclusive daytime activities and sheltered workshops, (2) supported living and
(3) creative activities (such as drama and musical projects) that are aimed at
improving social skills of people with ASD; each of these activities enhance
certain capabilities of individuals. The second direction includes (4) employment
services provided by the NGOs and is focused on the integrative approach that
sees civic rights and obligations of an individual as integral for them to be
socially included, in a way. Lastly, the third direction encompasses (5) all
external public events or projects that an NGO may be involved in, including
such events and conferences that focus on the themes of autism or inclusion
per se, or other gatherings where people from various fields and spheres,
autistic and not, meet and share knowledge and experiences with each other,
contributing to formation of social capital.
Regarding the Finnish case of the non-governmental organisation, it presents
an example of a highly professional non-governmental entity with the focus on
service provision and close collaboration with the government structures. As for
the Russian case, it is still in the process of developing its agenda and funding
schemes, however it has also been a successful provider of free services for its
target group.
Altogether, I would note that all the activities and services that the nongovernmental organisations are involved in have the potential of enhancing an
individual’s well-being and ensuring their active long-term social inclusion.
However, a great responsibility for successful social inclusion of people with
ASD also rests on the shoulders of societal attitudes towards this group.
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Appendix 1. List of informants
‘Autism Foundation Finland’
Informant 1 (developmental activities and
research manager)
Informant 2 (project and administrative
work, expert by experience in the field of
ASD)
Informant 3 (developmental activities and
research, project work)
Informant 4 (services specialist with a long
experience at the organisation; expert)
Informant 5 (education and training
services, project manager; psychologist)
Informant 6 (drama instructor, social skills
coach)
Informant 7 (arts and day activities coach)

Charity Foundation
‘Way Out in Petersburg’
Informant 1 (executive director of the
organisation)
Informant 2 (inclusive public space
programme supervisor; former volunteer)
Informant 3 (social rehabilitation and arts
workshops supervisor; tutor)
Informant 4 (music and drama
programmes supervisor)
Informant 5 (supervisor of families and
caretakers consultation programme;
psychologist)
Informant 6 (supported and independent
living supervisor; former volunteer)
Informant 7 (supported employment
supervisor; government relations
manager)
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Appendix 2. Interview guide (Finnish case)
Interviews with founding members and staff of ‘Autismisäätiö’ (‘Autism
Foundation Finland’)
I.

Introductory questions
1. Hello! Could you please introduce yourself and briefly mention what
your main occupation and area(s) of professional interests at
Autismisäätiö are?
2. How did you first get to know and/or hear about Autism Foundation?
What was your initial connection with the organisation? How did you
start working for it?

II.

Autismisäätiö: history and objectives of an NGO’s
1. Could you please briefly tell a history of Autism Foundation as you see
and know it? What do you think were the initial goals/objectives of the
foundation and how did they change through time?
2. Autism Foundation as a union and a service provider;

III.

Person’s position and responsibilities within the organisation
1. What is your area of responsibility at Autismisäätiö? What are the main
tasks you are involved in doing daily for the NGO? Were you involved in
some special projects?
2. How are certain services organised? (depending on a specific area of a
person’s own specialization); Interaction (support) with the state/local
authorities (service provision – distribution and funding of services);
Funding; Being part of a wider welfare system (healthcare); Eligibility
criteria;
Different units/areas of activities at Autism Foundation Finland:
i. Daytime activities;
ii. Supervised housing and group homes;
iii. Employment and study support;
iv. Activism and lobbying;
v. Public relations;
vi. Therapy, and special programmes/projects;
3. Do you think that you as a professional/expert in a field have a certain
mission at Autism Foundation? Why?
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IV.

Social inclusion
1. What do you understand by (social inclusion)/(normal life)/(integration
into society)/etc? In your own view? From the organisation’s wider
perspective?
2. What is it to be included? (A notion of a ‘normal life’)
3. What do you think are the most important factors of social
inclusion/integration/participation in society for people with ASD?
(Employment; Tertiary education attainment; Public awareness of ASD
and general social attitudes in a society; Social policies); Why?

V.

Concluding questions
1. How do you see the main aim (mission) and goals of Autism Foundation
(as a non-profit organisation facilitating smoother transition of people
with ASD to social, working and study life)? Do you think there’s a
coherent mission that Autism Foundation is after?
2. Do you think Autism Foundation is more of a service provider for people
with ASD, or rather a representative of their interests and needs in a
wider society? Why?
3. Do you think that Autism Foundation successfully manages to achieve
its main goals and objectives? Why? Why not?
4. Can you tell, judging from your own perspective, if the needs of people
with Autism Spectrum Disorder are adequately addressed and
successfully met by Autismisäätiö?

Thank you for your time and help whilst participating in my research!
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Appendix 3. Interview guide (Russian case)
Экспертное интервью с исполнительным директором БФ ‘Выход в
Петербурге’

I.










Вы бы могли, пожалуйста, рассказать историю основания и работы
благотворительного фонда ‘Выход в Петербурге’?
Каковы были изначальные цели и задачи Фонда и каким образом они менялись
с течением времени?
Как бы Вы описали основную миссию фонда ‘Выход в Петербурге’ на данный
момент?
Вы бы могли описать, каким образом происходит подготовка и организация
деятельности фонда в целом?
 Финансирование, распределение средств;
 Взаимодействие и поддержка со стороны государства: местные и
федеральные органы власти;
 Право на и доступ к предоставляемой Фондом помощи;
 Факт включённости той или иной программы в государственную систему
сопровождения людей с РАС, и др.
Какие именно факторы, на Ваш взгляд, в большей или меньшей степени влияют
на процесс включения человека с РАС в ‘общественную жизнь’? Какие из них,
по Вашему мнению, являются наиболее важными? (Возможность
трудоустройства; понимание и принятие со стороны окружающих;
осведомлённость большего количества людей о РАС в целом; доступ к
получению образования/квалификации, и т. д.).
Считаете ли Вы, что на данном этапе развития Фонду удаётся эффективно
справляться с поставленными задачами? Почему? Почему нет?
Исходя из Вашего личного мнения и опыта, Вы бы могли оценить, насколько
фонд ‘Выход в Петербурге’ объективно рассматривает особые потребности
людей с РАС и насколько действенной является помощь/поддержка,
предоставляемая Фондом (в зависимости от индивидуального случая)?
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II.






Интервью с сотрудниками БФ ‘Выход в Петербурге’/Центра ‘Антон Тут
Рядом’
Вы бы могли представиться и кратко рассказать о том, чем Вы
профессионально занимаетесь и за что отвечаете в рамках Вашей работы в
фонде ‘Выход в Петербурге’?
Как произошло Ваше первоначальное знакомство с фондом ‘Выход в
Петербурге’? Каким образом Вы начали сотрудничать с Фондом (работать)?
Расскажите, пожалуйста, о том, за что именно Вы отвечаете в работе Фонда
и/или Центра? Что входит в Ваши основные ежедневные обязанности?
o Занимались или занимаетесь ли Вы на данный момент
организацией/поддержкой проектов, которые носят временный характер
либо направлены на достижение определённой цели?
В зависимости от области деятельности организации, за которую отвечает
информант, уточнить, каким образом происходит реализация той или иной
программы Фонда:
o Социальная абилитация и творческие мастерские:
o Развитие социальных навыков: на что ставится акцент, разработка
индивидуальной программы;
o Распределение студентов по мастерским и циркуляция между
ними.
o Сопровождаемое проживание
o Процесс перехода из тренировочной квартиру в постоянную;
o Постоянное сопровождаемое проживание и имеющиеся места.
o Сопровождаемое трудоустройство;
o Дружелюбная среда:
o Налаживание контактов с музеями/организациями;
o Социальные истории;
o Адаптация городских пространств.
o Музыкальный и театральный проекты:
o Оркестр: организация работы, репетиции, выступления;
o Театральные постановки: выбор сценария, формирование труппы,
навыки;
o Работа с родителями/семьям:
o Как организуется работа и выстраивается взаимодействие с
родителями.
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